DAY 1: Tuesday 25th June at 10.00 am
On-Line Retailer's overstocks of New Lighting, Homewares, Artwork, Electrical appliances,
Bed linen, Soft Furnishings etc. 100s of Rugs & Carpets, 100s of new rolled & flat Mattresses.
Office furniture : desks, chairs, storage, book shelves and office equipment.
Retirement Sale : 2 complete Disco Systems, also desks, mixers, amplifiers, speakers, decks,
lighting & special effects equipment.. Shop closure : 1000s of CDs & DVDs & games.
Misc. new rolls of carpet. gifts, house hold furniture. Garden statuary. Fire pits.
LH Rendles Ltd. in liquidation: A large qty of show room domestic lighting & fittings..
Catering equip.: Complete bar, mobile café counter, Husky bottle fridges, chiller displays,
dough mixers, s/s sinks & tables. Victor servery system, Blenders, Kabab Rotisserie, s/s racking,
fridges, freezers, ovens, ranges, griddles, Fryers, Wega 2 group Coffee machine.
AEG & Zanussi ovens. Dishwashers, Large sequoia (redwood) tables c/w seating.
Vintage and Antique Furniture & Effects.. Several large Victorian triple wardrobes,
19th century linen press, bureau bookcases, dressers, sideboards, display cabinets,
foldover card tables, writing tables, chests of drawers, vintage metal office desk, sets of chairs,
pedestal tables, large decorative mirrors, an art deco compact piano, a vintage plan press,
decorative rugs etc. Collectible china, silver & plated ware, motoring memorabilia, brass and
copper ware, early 20th century Hornby clockwork train sets . Early 20th century Meccano set,
military helmets & gas masks, Autograph book 1960s with band signatures. Art deco Evestaff Pianette,
20 Limited Edition Russell Flint & 20 David Shepherd signed Ltd Ed. prints, several framed .

DAY 2: Wednesday 26th June from10.00 am
The entire contents of a contract & bespoke Picture Framing company in liquidation.
To include: Schubert 8’ x 4’ Heated press + consumables., Omga V235 Double Mitre Saw.
Wadkin sliding bed saw bench. DeWalt cross cut saw, Startrite 18-S-1 bandsaw, .
Polytex fine dust extractor. Morso Mitre Cutter Mod. F metric. Cassese Underpinner CS299M
Air tools: 4 wooden plan presses. Large qty of unframed prints. Frame mouldings : stock profiles,
Mount board, card, glass, Acrycast, MDF.. Numerous built picture frames etc.
Climate Roofs Ltd in Liq... Modern Sedgwick 150mm cut panel saw, Wadkin spindle moulder &
power feed. (2017), 1 & 3 bag dust extractors, Mitsubishi 2 ton electric Forklift, power tools.
Polly Designs Ltd in Liq. : Five luxury Showroom Display Kitchens with appliances.
General & Woodworking: SCM P230 5 head moulder, wood turning lathes + fine quality chisels,
SHS metal turning lathe, pillar drills, band saws, compressors, grinders, sheer, numerous power tools.
Industrial Floor sander. Robur 1000 kg battery stacker truck. Wood burning stoves.
Large qty of insulation, timber, wooden farm gates, bamboo garden screening.
On Line Retailers Overstocks.. New Doors, Bathroom, Lighting sanitary ware, showers,
bathroom cabinets, mirrors etc. Pallets of Limestone paving, Large qty Slate flooring,
Vehicles: Toyota Proace 1200 Van ‘13 123k’, Mercedes .Sprinter 310 CDi. LWB van 2011 178k’.
Suzuki Carry Van 1300 cc. 2004. 3.5t Brian James twin axle car trailer.
Ford Transit 350 LWB van 2004, Transit Connect 2004, BMW 523i SE Auto Saloon 2000.
2 x 20ft shipping containers.

Viewing: Sat. 22nd June 9-1pm, Mon. 24h June 9-6m. Sale Morning from 8.30am

Online Bidding with easyLiveAuction.com.. T. 01404 891833

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
1) INTERPRETATION
i)
"Bid price" means the price bid by a purchaser for a lot exclusive of any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of goods comprising the lot;
ii)
"Purchase price" means the bid price plus a sum equal to any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of the goods comprised in a lot;
iii)
"Purchaser" means the person making the highest bid price for a lot;
iv)
"Vendor" means the person, company or department selling the goods.
v)
"Reference to any enactment, order, regulation or other similar Instrument" shall be construed as a reference to the enactment, order, regulation or Instrument as amended by any subsequent enactment, order,
regulation or Instrument.
2) GENERAL NOTICE: This sale is not classed as a consumer sale within the meaning of the Supply of Goods (Implied Terms) Act 1979.
3) THIRD PARTY AGENT: All of the equipment is in the ownership of the vendor. MST Auctioneers Ltd is acting as a third party agent only and does not take any title to any of the goods. MST Auctioneers Ltd cannot be held
liable for any errors on the website, problems with registration or acceptance of bids.
4) BUYERS PREMIUM AND VAT CHARGES: A buyer’s premium of 18% plus VAT is charged on the hammer price of all lots in our General sales, except for vehicles which have a Buyer’s Premium of 10% plus VAT. This does
not including internet auction host fees which will be an additional charge. The premium will be clearly marked in any special notes and in the catalogue. Vat will be charged at the current rate. The Auctioneer’s
Margin Scheme will apply to all lots not liable for VAT on the bid (hammer) price so the VAT on the buyer’s premium will be included in the amount shown and not itemised separately.
5) BIDDING: Your bid is a legally binding contract to purchase, if you are not sure, do not bid as we are unable to cancel your purchase and NO refunds will be made. If any dispute arises between those making bids, the
Auctioneer, at his discretion, shall either again put up the lot in dispute for resale or decide the dispute. No person shall retract his bidding. The Vendor reserves the right to bid himself or by his Agents and to alter,
vary or withdraw any lots before or during the sale. The Auctioneers have absolute discretion without giving any reason, to refuse registration to any person. A £200 refundable deposit may be required to be paid
(either by card or cash) by any person wishing to bid.
6) COMMISSION BIDS: MST Auctioneers Ltd will be pleased to execute bids on buyers behalf should they not be able to attend the sale. This service is free of charge and whilst every effort is made to secure the lots, no
guarantees are given. The Auctioneer will bid as if you are in the room therefore securing the lot at the best price and will execute the bids as cheaply as possible. If two buyers submit identical bids, the auctioneer
may take the first bid/bidder’s number received. Card details may be required as security.
7) METHOD OF PAYMENT: All invoices must be paid IN FULL on the day of the sale. No goods may be removed until they have been paid for, together with all other charges. Payment can be by bank transfer, cash, credit
(max £200) or debit cards. Cheques will not be accepted except by agreement with the auctioneers, and the goods will be held until cheques are cleared. BANK TRANSFERS: BACS payment can be made
directly into our account (please contact the office for bank details). PLEASE NOTE: NO CASH PAYMENTS OVER £6,000 WILL BE ACCEPTED. No transfer of lots by the Purchaser shall be allowed.
8) DEFAULT BY THE BUYER: If at any time the Buyer has failed to pay in full, the amount due by the date specified, or failed to remove any lot purchased by the clearance date and time specified in the Auction Notes/Important
Information then:
i)
The Auctioneer may rescind the sale of that lot and the full deposit and all monies paid, shall be forfeit and that lot may be offered for resale;
ii)
The Auctioneer may remove the lot from the premises and leave it outside at the Buyer’s risk and expense;
iii)
The Auctioneer may charge the Buyer the cost of storage or rent, taxes, any wages and other expenses incurred as a result of the lots remaining on the premises;
iv)
The Buyer shall indemnify the Auctioneer against any loss, damages, expenses, claims or liabilities incurred by the Seller arising from the Buyer’s failure to remove the lot from the premises.
9) ONLINE AUCTIONS: ACCEPTANCE OF FINAL BIDS - IMPORTANT NOTE – Acceptance of all final bids is subject to prior approval by our clients. MST Auctioneers Ltd reserves the rights to reject any bids which they feel
are insufficient. Successful bidders will be notified by email upon the finish of the auction together with a request for payment. Your highest bid will be treated as a valid bid, even if the reserve has not been met, as
vendors can ask us to reduce the reserves during the course of the sale
10) ONSITE SALES: DEPOSIT AGAINST DAMAGE OF FABRIC OF BUILDING: Purchasers may be required to pay an additional deposit on lots which will cause damage or leave a hole in the fabric of the building after removal.
These lots will be specified in the sale catalogue. The deposit will be returned once the purchaser has made good in a satisfactory manner. Clearance of all lots must be undertaken in accordance with Health &
Safety at Work Regulations.
11) SAFE WORKING PRACTICE & PERSONAL INJURY: Both the Vendor and the Auctioneer require that in pursuit of safe working practice all equipment used for lifting and transporting heavy items which have been purchased
at the auction should be covered by appropriate insurance and registration documents. This is especially the case in relation to cranes, lifting tackle and forklift trucks. Documentation may be required for
inspection. Furthermore, appropriate protective clothing, PPE, such as hard hats and safety shoes, must be worn during these activities and due regard paid to safe manual handling practice. Neither the Vendor
nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any accident or damage to life or limb which may occur prior to or during the progress of the Sale or at any time during the removal of lots except to the extent that such
accident or damage arises from the negligence of the Vendor or the Auctioneer. Only MST staff may handle and remove goods from the auction rooms except where special conditions apply (see special conditions
sheets). The Buyer takes on responsibility to insure against and to make good any injury or damage to persons or property caused by the Buyer, their carriers, servants or agents.
12) FAULTS AND ERRORS: All lots are sold ‘as seen, as they lie’ and without warranty, regardless of the description in the catalogue. They are sold with all faults and errors or mis-statement or description, measurement,
weight, quantity, quality, number or otherwise (whether of a substantial nature of not). The Purchaser shall be deemed to have inspected the lots he buys and IF THEY BUY WITHOUT PREVIOUS INSPECTION,
THEY SHALL DO SO AT THEIR OWN RISK. The lots are not sold by sample but if in any case, a sample shall be displayed, it shall be upon the understanding that this contract shall contain no implied condition or
warranty as to quantity or otherwise, or that the lots are free from any defect rendering them unmerchantable.
13) CLAIMS CONCERNED WITH CONDITION OF GOODS: Goods marked ‘Trade’ are to be installed by a competent member of the appropriate Trade or purchased only by a member of that Trade. The goods shall be
acquired by the Purchaser at his own risk. The Purchaser shall make no claim against the Vendor or any servant of the Crown in respect of any loss, damage or injury (whether to person or property) suffered by
the Purchaser in the course of or at any time after the delivery of the goods and in any way connected with or arising out of the condition of the goods.
14) RISK AND INSURANCE OF LOTS : Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any lot or part thereof after the fall of the hammer, from which time all lots shall remain the responsibility of the Purchaser.
The goods are, therefore, the risk of the Buyer immediately upon the fall of the hammer and buyers are strongly advised to effect insurance at once, irrespective of whether title has passed. Title does not pass to
the purchaser until full payment has been received.
15) REMOVAL: ALL LOTS SHALL BE REMOVED AT THE PURCHASER'S EXPENSE AND RISK. A CHARGE OF £3 PER LOT PER DAY WILL BE CHARGED ON ANY LOTS REMAINING AFTER 2 DAYS FOLLOWING THE
SALE. GOODS REMAINING AFTER 10 DAYS WILL BE DEEMED TO BE ABANDONED AND WILL SCRAPPED OR OFFERED FOR RESALE AT THE AUCTIONEER’S DISCRETION, UNLESS STORAGE HAS
BEEN ARRANGED WITH THE AUCTIONEERS. The Purchaser shall comply with any directions with respect to the removal of goods which may be given by the Auctioneers. All storage and expenses must be
paid in full before the lot can be removed. In the event of the purchaser not removing their goods, the auctioneer will be entitled to re-offer the goods in the next sale, and deduct all expenses incurred. Any balance
will be returned to the purchaser.
16) LIFTING AND TOWING: Where the Auctioneers gives assistance with the lifting and/or towing within the Auction House in connection with the collection of goods such assistance is given entirely at the Purchaser's risk and
neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall incur any liability whether in contract or in tort in respect other than in respect of injury to persons arising from the negligence of the Vendor.
17) LOSS CAUSED BY REMOVAL: Where the removal of any lot or lots causes loss or damage to any land or property including any other lot or the death or injury of any person, the Purchaser of the lot or lots being removed
shall:i)
Indemnify the Vendor against any liability or any payment reasonably made by him in respect of such loss, damage or death or injury (including any payment made in connection with the death or injury) under any
Statute, Warrant, Order, Scheme, Regulation, Conditions of Service or other arrangements making provision for payments in respect of the death, disablement, sickness or other injury and
ii)
In the case of loss or damage to land or property or any lot not sold to the Purchaser, at the option of the Vendor either make good the loss or repair the damage, whether before the removal of his lots from the
premises is completed or after removal as the Vendor may require, or pay the cost of asking good or repair as estimated by the Vendor whose decision shall be binding on the Purchaser provided always and
subject to the provisions of Conditions 13 hereof:
iii)
the Purchaser shall incur no liability under this Condition if he is able to show that such loss, damage or injury was not attributable to the neglect or default of himself, his servants, agents or sub-contractors and
nothing in this Condition shall relieve the Purchaser of any liability or the Vendor arising apart from this Condition.
18) LIMITATION OF VENDOR LIABILITY: The Vendor shall not be liable in respect of any claim whether in contact or in tort (other than claims in respect of injury to persons arising out of negligence of the Vendor) by the
Purchaser arising out of or in any way in connection with the sale of all or any of the goods for any sum exceeding the amount of the deposit or purchase price (as the case may be) paid by the Purchaser in respect
of the goods the subject of the claim.
19) DISPUTES: If any dispute or difference arises about any lot or any other matter in relation to the sale (other than a dispute between bidders) the same shall be settled by the Auctioneers or any such person as they shall
appoint for the purpose, whose determination shall be fixed and binding on all parties concerned.
20) HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK ACT 1974:
i.
It is expressly brought to the Bidder’s attention that, at the time of sale, any item of plant, machinery or equipment contained in the lot(s) may not necessarily comply with the Health and Safety at Work Etc. Act
1974, Environmental Protection Act 1990, or any other Acts or Regulations thereunder governing the use of the plant, machinery or equipment in a working environment. Successful Bidders for any such plant,
machinery or equipment are hereby required to ensure that the use of any such plant and equipment at a place of work within the United Kingdom does not contravene such relevant Act or Regulation thereunder
applicable thereto.
ii.
The goods are not sold as articles for use at work; they are sold on the understanding that the Vendor does not represent them as being in a condition which makes them suitable for use at work. The Purchaser is
reminded that if, nevertheless, any of the goods or articles purchased are intended by him to be supplied in due course for use at work, the Purchaser should, before so supplying them for such use, take such steps
as are necessary to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that such goods or articles will be safe and without risks to health when properly used and should carry out or arrange for the carrying out of such
testing and examination as may be necessary to enable him to carry out the obligations imposed by the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
21) ROAD TRAFFIC ACT REQUIREMENTS: Purchasers are reminded that any vehicle or trailer sold in this Sale may not be immediately roadworthy or may be of such a design as will not without alteration comply with the Acts
and Regulations relating to its construction, equipment or use.
22) ROAD WORTHINESS OF VEHICLES: The hour and odometer readings on machinery and vehicles in this or any sale cannot be warranted and should not be relied upon. A MOT Certificate is not evidence of the road
worthiness of any vehicle, and all vehicles or machinery are sold as seen, as they stand, with all their faults, regardless of the catalogue description. No Warranty whatsoever is given or implied by the Auctioneers
or the Vendor.
23) EXPORT OF GOODS: The sale of goods as described in the catalogue shall not imply that Department of Industry licences for export of the goods in their present or modified condition will be granted to a Purchaser.
24) SMOKING: Smoking is NOT permitted anywhere on the premises.
25) CONTAINERS ETC: Pallets, stillages, baskets, skips, etc. used for the display of the lot are not included in the sale lot unless stated.
26) CHEMICALS & LIQUIDS: The attention of Purchasers of chemicals is directed to their obligations to comply with all relevant provisions of the Poisons Act 1972, and of the Poisons Rules made thereunder. Purchasers are
warned that a licence from the Local Authority is necessary before Petroleum Mixtures may be stored. Any fluids remaining in any lots purchased MUST be removed from site in conformity with the Control of
Substances Hazardous to Health Act.
27) POST 1950 WORKS OF ART & COLLECTABLE FURNITURE: Items of furniture included in the antique/collectable section are offers for sale as works of art. These items may not comply with the Furniture and Furnishings
(Fire) Safety Regulations 1988 and for this reason, they should not be used in a private dwelling.
28) UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE - CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 1987: All upholstered furniture is sold for the purpose of "OFFICE" use only, it is the responsibility of the purchaser to make sure it complies with the fire
resistant regulations before it is re-sold for domestic use.
29) TRADE AND SCRAP LOTS: Items deemed to be TRADE/SCRAP lots may only be purchased by persons carrying on a business of buying goods of the same description as those supplied and they must be fully aware of their
legal obligations under all relevant statutes and legislation, and MUST sign our relevant form to confirm they are aware of these obligations.
SPECIAL NOTICE:
PLEASE BE AWARE THAT ALL LOTS MUST BE INSPECTED, EXAMINED, REPAIRED, RECONDITIONED, TESTED AND CERTIFIED THAT THEY MEET ALL CURRENT REGULATIONS, AS WELL AS THE HEALTH AND
SAFETY AT WORK ACT, CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT, AND THE CONSUMER SAFETY ACT, BEFORE THEY ARE RE-USED OR RE-SOLD, THUS MEETING HEALTH AND SAFETY AND DUTY OF CARE
REQUIREMENTS

BIDDING ONLINE VIA EASY LIVE AUCTION
Go to: www.easyliveauction.com
The list below is taken from their FAQ section:
Question:
How do I create an account?
Answer:
Creating an account is easy, first you'll need a valid email address that can receive emails. Visit the Create Account page and enter you email address. You will then be
sent an email that contains a link, once you receive the email click the link to complete the creation of your account. If you cannot find this email address in your inbox try
searching your spam/junk folder.
Note: The details you add to your account need to be as accurate as possible.
Question:
Can I watch a live auction without creating an account?
Answer:
All live auctions can be viewed without creating an account or registering for an auction... simply click on the 'Watch Live' button which can be found next to live auctions
in our Auctions, in the catalogue page when you click into an auction and on Auctioneers pages.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
Why do I need to add a payment card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account is necessary for security purposes to ensure you are a legitimate bidder. Also, if you decide to register for an auction using our 'Flat Fee'
option we will take the payment from the card you register.
Question:
Do you store my payment card details?
Answer:
No, we do not store your payment card details.
We are fully PCI DSS compliant. When you enter your payment card details our third party payment processor takes the details and gives us an encrypted token which
would be useless if it were ever to fall in to the wrong hands.
Question:
How do I add a card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account can be done in two places, as you register for an auction or in the My Account area. If you click 'add new card' this will take you to a page
where you will be able to enter your card details. Make sure you have entered all the details correctly, then press the Add Card button. If your card is registered with
Verified by Visa / MasterCard (3D Secure) then you may be asked to enter your online banking password. This is an extra layer of security to confirm you are the card
holder.
Note: When a card is added, or used on easyLIveAuction.com we check it by making a small transaction (i.e. 78p) and cancelling it straight away. Although you may see
this amount on your bank statement for a short time, it is not actually taken and will never leave your account.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
I've never done this before, is there any advice?
Answer:
You can watch any of the live auctions on our website without even having an account so take a look to familiarise yourself.
When you are ready to register for an auction and bid online we would recommend that you bid early because you don't want to run the risk of the auctioneer’s hammer
coming down and missing the lot that you wanted.
Also use the information on screen as you cue to bid rather than use the voice of the auctioneer. Depending on the auction houses own internet connection, sound can
have a slight delay but the information on screen should be instant.
Please read our use blog article 5 Top Tips for Buying at Auction Online for further advice.
Question:
What different auction types?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction has 3 different types of auctions
LIVE: The auction house will be broadcasting the auction live. This means you can leave Autobids and on the day of the sale you can bid live.
TIMED: The lots can be bid on at any point until the end of the auction. Once the auction starts to close, bidding will stop on lots in 30 second intervals. To avoid bid
sniping, last second bids will extend the closing time of the lot by another 5 minutes.
CATALOGUE: This auction will not be broadcast live. You'll still be able to leave absentee bids that will be sent through to the auctioneer to use on the day of the sale.
Question:
How do I register for an auction?
Answer:
Once you have created an account on the website you can register for auctions of your choice. Simply navigate to the auction you wish to bid at and click the 'Register to
Bid' button. Here you can choose your preferred registration method (Free / Flat Fee) and agree to the terms and conditions of Easy Live Auction and those of the auction
house. Once you register you will be sent an email confirming your registration along with the registration method.
Question:
I require more information about a lot before leaving a bid, what should I do?
Answer:
It is important to satisfy yourself with a lot before you bid. If you find that the images and description etc given by the auction house are not enough and you would like to
know more, you can contact the auction house directly by clicking the 'Lot Enquiry' button found in the lot page. The auction house will be sent your enquiry and can get
back you with the information that you require.
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Question:
How to I keep an eye on a lot that I'm interested in?
Answer:
Every lot has a 'Watch Lot' button. When you click this button, it will be added to your watch list. You can view your watch list at any time by going to My ELA
Question:
I need to contact an auctioneer
Answer:
All auctioneer contact information can be found using the Auctioneers link on the main menu or by clicking the 'Auction Info' button found in every auction catalogue page.
Most auction houses have their own personal page with us that shows you all their upcoming auctions along with information about them, shipping policies and terms and
conditions.
Question:
Why can't I hear/see the auctioneer when watching a live sale?
Answer:
Although our services enable auction houses to broadcast sound and video, not all use it.
It may also be the case that the auction house has some technical reason for not broadcasting sound (perhaps their microphone is broken). Please feel free to contact the
auction house to find out why sound is not being broadcast.
NOTE: The sound / video uses Adobe Flash Player to broadcast. You will need to enable or install this plugin for your browser.
Most mobile devices do not support Adobe Flash Player so you will be unable to listen / watch without using a third-party app like Puffin Web Browser.
If the audio / video buttons are disabled then the auctioneer is not broadcasting this media.
Question:
How do I bid on a live auction?
Answer:
On the day of the auction a Watch Live button will appear to allow you to launch the bidding console. Here you will be able to follow the auction and bid on the lots. Click
the blue button with the amount of the next bid on to submit your bid for the lot. If you are ahead the button will be green and will return to blue if you have been outbid.
Question:
What are Autobids?
Answer:
All live auctions allow you to leave Autobids on lots. Each lot page will have a box for you to input your maximum bid and save it. An Autobid allows our system to bid on
your behalf up to the maximum bid you have left. We keep our Autobids confidential so the auctioneer will not know how much you have left.
You can also leave a +1 with your Autobid. This allows our system to bid one more increment if you are outbid on your maximum amount.
Autobids can be left at any time up until the lot is offered by the auctioneer and you can even bid live having left Autobids as our system will not let you bid against
yourself.
Question:
Leaving an absentee bid for catalogue listing
Answer:
In the same way you can leave Autobids for live auctions, you can leave Absentee bids for non-live auctions. On the lot page, you can place the maximum amount you
wish to bid up to and submit it. We will then pass this bid to the auctioneer for them to action during the auction.
Question:
How do I see the lots I've won and bid on?
Answer:
Viewing your won lots and the items you have placed a bid on can be done in My ELA. Once you are in My ELA you can click the title 'My Bids' or 'My Won Lots' to view
more details.
Question:
What do I do if I am dissatisfied with an item I have bought?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction.com is a live bidding platform for auctioneers to sell lots to buyers over the internet. We do not sell the items ourselves, because of this we recommend
that you contact the auction house directly if you are unhappy with the item you have received.
Please remember that when bidding at auction as soon as the hammer comes down a contract is formed between you and the auctioneer. Under the laws governing
auctions you have no right to return the item unless the item has been incorrectly described. This is the main reason we advise you to satisfy yourself fully with the item
you are interested in before you bid.
Question:
How do I pay for my items?
Answer:
You will be required to pay the auction house directly. The way in which you pay for your won lots will be different from auction house to auction house as will be the
time frame for payment to be made. Each has their own methods of invoicing and collecting payment. If you have any questions relating to your invoice then you should
contact the auctioneer directly.
Question:
I have registered for an auction but it says I am 'Pending Authorisation'
Answer:
This means that you are waiting for the auctioneer to authorise you to bid at their auction. Once you have been authorised by an auctioneer you will receive an email
stating so. You will then be able to leave Autobids and bid live.
If you have any questions about your registration status then you will need to contact the auction house directly.
Question:
What additional costs of bidding at auction?
Answer:
Buyer's Premium - This is the cost the auction house charge for their services, it varies from auction house to auction house. Usually VAT is added on to the buyer’s
premium but is sometimes it is included, this will be made clear in the 'Auction Info' area, the lot page and the auction house terms and conditions.
VAT - In addition to the VAT on the buyer's premium, you may also be charged VAT on the hammer price as well. This tends to be for brand new goods or special items
that require it.
Internet Surcharge
Free Registration - If you chose this option you will also pay 3% of the hammer price for bidding online. This charge will be included in the invoice you receive from the
auction house and will also have VAT added to it if the auction house is VAT registered.
Flat Fee - If this option is selected you will pay a flat fee including VAT for the online bidding service, this is taken regardless of whether you bid and is taken directly from
your registered payment card.
ARR - Artists Resale Rights are applicable to some works of art valued over €1000. All this information is visible in the auction info on each auction catalogue, and on the
lot page. Every auction house and lot is different so we highly recommend that you view each lot you wish to bid on so you are aware of the additional cost that are
added, and if you are still unsure contact the auction house..
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MST Auction 25/26th June @ 10am. VAT @20% on lots marked “V”. Buyers Premium 18% +VAT except vehicles @10%VAT Page 1

DAY 1 Rostrum 1 By Auction office, Commencing at 10.00am
General household, IT, Electrical, Antiques and Collectables
1.M - 7 body boards & 4 various air beds. Contents of one
shelf
2.M - A quantity of various camping chairs. Contents of one
shelf
3.M - A quantity of various empty cases & 2 graphics
hangers. Contents of one shelf
4.M - A quantity of various items including a dehumidifier, a
heater, a novelty wooden stand, a bottle rack etc. Contents
of one shelf (Trade)
5.M - A quantity of light up novelty hairbands
6.M - A quantity of various tools including an angle grinder, a
Bosch circular saw, a Bosch heat gun, a strimmer etc.
Contents of one shelf (Trade)
7.M - A quantity of various items including a Black & Decker
router, an acoustic guitar, hand tools etc. Contents of one
shelf
8.M - A quantity of various items including a petrol engine
chainsaw by Danarm, a cordless strimmer, a Black &
Decker garden cleaner (blow, vac and shred), a bottle rack
etc. Contents of one shelf
9.M - 4 vintage cases. Contents of one shelf
10.M - 1 children's buggy by MPX Travel system and a Moses
type basket. Contents of one shelf
11.M - 6 body boards & 3 double air beds. Contents of one
shelf
12.V - 1 large pineapple planter & 1 small planter
13.M - 10 concrete garden plaques (rabbit, owl, dog etc).
Contents of one shelf
14.M - Two boxes of various spanners and two pairs of sack
trucks
15.V - A set of 6 wooden dining chairs, 1 other chair & 1 foot
stool
16.M - 2 concrete garden planters, 1 garden sign and 1
novelty worm ornament
17.M - 5 concrete garden "fossil" ornaments
18.M - 2 concrete garden 2 piece bird baths
19.M - 9 wooden chairs (5 of one type and 4 of another)
20.M - 1 pallet containing 10 boxes of vibrating massage bath
time ducks (24 in a box)
21.V - 1 mobile wood effect slat type literature display stand
and 1 multi coloured plastic table with shelves
22.V - 1 white painted pine cabinet with single tapered door
23.V - 1 plastic garden shed by Starplast approx 151cm wide,
83cm deep & 198cm tall - unused and supplied in two
boxes RRP £429
24.V - 1 metal fire pit RRP £171
25.M - 1 Delonghi vacuum cleaner type LC500 C, 240v, 1 pine
TV cabinet, 1 pine coffee table, 1 wooden bookcase and 2
folding garden chairs (Trade)
26.M - 1 wall hung pine corner cabinet
27.M - 2 golf bags containing various clubs
28.M - 2 exercise machines - 1 x Powertech Body Shaper
240v & 1 Ultrasport AB trainer 150 (Trade)
29.M - 1 black glass /metal TV stand
30.M - 2 black five sided planters - 1 large & 1 small
31.M - 1 battery powered mobility scooter by Strider type ST1.
Please note that this scooter is not supplied with a battery
charger. Internet search shows cost for a suitable charger
is £49
32.M - 1 conservatory suite with cushions (2+1+1)
33.M - 1 triple extending aluminium ladder - 7 tread
34.M - 1 double extending aluminium ladder - 9 tread
35.M - 5 large plastic crates - various colours / types
36.V - 1 plastic garden storage box with lift up lid by Keter type
Ontario RRP £164 - unused and supplied in one box
37.V - 1 plastic garden storage box with lift up lid by Keter type
Ontario RRP £164 - unused and supplied in one box
38.M - 2 wooden chairs, 2 wooden cabinets & 1 small metal /
glass table

£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40

£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£40-£80
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£30-£50
£10-£20
£10-£20
£80-£100
£30-£50
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£25-£40
£150-£200

£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£30-£50
£30-£50
£10-£20

39.V - 4 dining chairs & 1 TV stand
40.M - 12 x desk top TV stands by Pro Signal type PS-PST60
41.M - 1 conservatory chair and 1 coffee table
42.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump granite serated ball
43.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump granite serated ball
44.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump granite serated ball
45.V - Blank
46.M - 1 white framed mirror
47.M - A quantity of various items including chairs, spice
racks, a trolley etc. Contents of one bay / 2 shelves
48.M - 1 electric lawnmower by Qualcast and 1 electric
lawnraker (Trade)
49.M - 1 modern style white arch bioethanol fire place - boxed
and unused. The second photo shows a stock image of this
type of white arch fireplace
50.M - 1 designer style desk lamp and 1 designer style metal
pendant light - boxed and unused
51.M - A vehicle mounted 3 cycle carrier rack by Paddy
Hopkirk type Freeball 3, RRP £89 - boxed and unused
52.V - Blank
53.V - Blank
54.V - A quantity of various items including heaters,
telephones, lights, perspex display items etc. Contents of
one shelf (Trade)
55.M - 1 pine fire surround
56.M - 1 ex-Royal Navy davit launch 25 person life raft in rigid
container. Please note the auto inflating gas bottle has
been removed and is not included
57.M - 1 old school vintage 1980's red BMX bike with blue
skyway mag wheels
58.M - 1 bicycle by Dawes type Mojave
59.M - 1 bicycle by Apollo type Gridlok
60.M - 1 vintage bicycle by Raleigh type Hustler
61.M - 1 vintage bicycle by BSA
62.M - 1 racing bicycle by Raleigh
63.M - 1 white cast metal garden table with 2 chairs - table
support is cracked and requires attention
64.M - 1 tent by Sunn Camp type Scenic Plus
65.M - A quantity of various vinyl records. Contents of one
shelf
66.M - A quantity of various books mostly cricket related.
Contents of one shelf
67.M - 1 electric chainsaw by Black and Decker, 1900w, 240v
68.M - 1 electric chain saw by Titan, 2000w, 240v
69.M - A quantity of various camping equipment. Contents of
one shelf
70.M - A quantity of various marine items including foot
pumps, rollocks etc
71.M - A quantity of various items including a mount cutter by
Mount Master, a wooden easel, a tripod, a Gtech floor
cleaner 240v, cleaning brushes, 3 frames etc. Contents of
one bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
72.M - 2 boxed / unused aquariums (1 x Concept 19L & 1 x
Nano 12L) & a quantity of various DVDs, books etc
73.M - 4 large baskets, 1 wooden tray and 1 cat flap. Contents
of one bay / 3 shelves
74.M - A quantity of various items including 2 lamps, crockery,
cushions etc. Contents of one bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
75.M - A quantity of various items including a vintage dolls
house, a pressure washer, a basket, framed prints, metal
bowls etc. Contents of one bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
76.M - A quantity of various items including children's winter
boots, a ceiling fan, lights, a travel cot, a Body Sculpture
Core Trimmer etc. Contents of one bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
77.V - Blank
78.M - A quantity of various toys by Pony Parade etc.
Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
79.M - A quantity of various toys. Contents of one bay / 3
shelves
80.M - A quantity of various white bedroom furniture

£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£70-£100
£70-£100
£70-£100
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£5-£15

£20-£40
£10-£20
£75-£150
£60-£80
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£40-£70
£25-£50
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30

£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40

£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
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81.M - 2 pine book shelves & 2 wooden stools (non matching)
82.M - 1 pine chest of drawers (2+4)
83.M - 2 pine chest of drawers (both 2+3)
84.M - 1 pine linen cabinet with 2 doors / 4 drawers
85.M - 1 white chest of drawers (2+4)
86.M - 1 coffee table and 2 pine bedside cabinets (non
matching)
87.M - 1 dark wood bureau bookcase, 2 bedside cabinets (non
matching) & 1 display cabinet
88.M - 1 dark oak two part dresser
89.M - 1 drop leaf table
90.M - 1 side board, a nest of 3 tables and 2 directors type
chairs
91.M - 1 cream dressing table with mirror and 2 matching
bedside tables
92.M - 1 folding screen
93.M - 1 drop leaf table and 2 wooden dining chairs
94.M - 1 modern style curved edge side board and 1 floor light
(Trade)
95.M - 1 pine side board
96.M - 1 dark wood coffee table & 1 small dark wood two door
cabinet
97.M - A two part wood effect cabinet with 2 glass doors
above and 2 solid doors below
98.M - 1 satellite dish and 1 Silvercrest digital satellite receiver
(Trade)
99.M - 2 Bella bar chairs - boxed and unused
100.M - A quantity of various items including books, glassware,
novelty items / frames etc. Contents of one shelf
101.M - A quantity of various household items including cups,
saucers, teapots etc. Contents of one shelf
102.M - 1 electronically reclining arm chair - green (Trade)
103.M - 1 electronically reclining arm chair - cream (Trade)
104.M - 1 upholstered three piece suite by G Plan (3+1+1)
105.M - 3 dark green upholstered arm chairs
106.M - 1 floral upholstered arm chair
107.M - 1 rectangular wooden extending dining table
108.M - 1 circular glass dining table with metal legs and four
matching metal framed chairs
109.M - 1 wooden rocking chair
110.M - 1 small pine drop leaf table, a quantity of hanging files
& 1 dark wood wall hung corner cabinet
111.M - 1 wide pine wardrobe with 2 doors and 2 drawers under
112.M - 2 leather saddles - stands not included
113.M - 1 modern style curved edge side board
114.M - 1 vacuum cleaner / carpet shampoo system by Kirby
(Trade)
115.V - 1 all weather wicker coffee table RRP £62 & 2 stools
116.V - 1 conservatory lounge set by Allibert RRP £389
117.V - 1 dining table & 4 chairs RRP £119
118.V - 6 folding all weather wicker chairs RRP not shown
119.V - 1 all weather wicker table with glass top RRP £114 & 3
folding metal chairs RRP £26 each
120.V - 1 metal bistro table with mosaic top and 2 matching
chairs RRP £98
121.V - 1 wood effect dining table (item has some damage) and
4 chairs
122.M - A quantity of various items including a small saw
bench, a shredder, 2 mirrors etc. Contents of one shelf
(Trade)
123.M - 2 bags by Unistrut Safely System containing various
rope, clips etc
124.V - A quantity of various items including hi-vis vests, bags
etc. Contents of one shelf
125.M - 2 aluminium storage cases suitable for CD archive etc
126.M - An unused folding commode & 1 Wash Vax 240v
(Trade)
127.M - A quantity of various projector screens and stands,
contents of one shelf
128.M - A quantity of various household items including a nest
of 3 tables, other small tables, suitcases etc. Contents of
one shelf
129.V - blank

£20-£40
£30-£50
£50-£80
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£30-£50
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£5-£10
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£50-£80
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£15-£30
£80-£100
£15-£30
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£16-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20

130.V - blank
131.M - A complete disco system including a Peavey CS 800
400w x 400w power amp, various lights, twin CD players
and mixer, three DJ disco screens etc. Please see pictures
for full list of items included - 240 volt trade
132.M - 2 x 15 inch 2way 250w speaker cabinets and an mdj1
power amplifier and leads 240-volt - trade
133.M - One large 12 channel mixing desk 300w x 300w by
Carlsbro and 2 x 15 inch 200 watt 3-way speakers 240 volt
- trade
134.M - A complete disco system including lights, a twin CD
player with mixer, speakers, leads, power amp etc. please
see pictures for full list of items included 240-volt - trade
135.M - A vintage stereo system by Dynatron featuring a
Goldring G101 belt driven transcription turntable, speakers
and one extra non matching speaker 240v - trade
136.M - A quantity of various vintage projector stands, a screen
pole etc.
137.M - 1 Mobile Studio rack by Dennard
138.M - 1 JVC karaoke system with vintage double cassette
and 8 track 240 volt - trade
139.M - A quantity of various disco related items including one
pair of four channel spot boxes, 1 Orion 4 channel sound
chaser, blue rope light, a derby sound activated disco light
and an Antari smoke machine 240v - trade
140.M - A quantity of various disco related items including a
pair of four channel spot boxes, 1 njd 4 channel sound
chaser, 1 blue rope light, a ProLite Cresendo sound
activated disco moon effect light and an Antari smoke
machine 240 volt - trade
141.M - A quantity of various disco related items including 2
Martin DMX scanners, one Martin 2308 DMX controller,
one Martin x250 Destroyer DMX disco moon and one evl
laser effect light 240 volt - trade
142.M - Various disco equipment including one bubble stream
Z10 bubble machine, One Shauvet b200 bubble machine
and a quantity of bubble fluid 240 volt - trade
143.M - 2 disco lights by Abstract type vr8 DMX scan 240 volt trade
144.M - 1 antari Z1000 smoke machine with remote, boxed
145.M - A large quantity of audio CDs and DVDs contents of
three shelves
146.M - A large quantity of DVDs contents of three shelves
147.M - 4 x Carlsbro 15inch 200w recone drivers
148.M - A quantity of various disco related items including a
SoundLab Moonflower effect disco light, a disco ball, a
Light Quest IEC switch control etc. Contents of one shelf 240 volt trade
149.M - A quantity of various disco related items including two
ELV HDJ 1001 CD players, one Next DJ mixer and 2 NJD
power amps - 240 volt trade
150.M - A quantity of various disco related items including one
phonic EQ unit, 1 c i a d system manager, a twin cassette
deck, a talisman loop to induction loop system etc.
Contents of one shelf - 240 volt trade
151.M - 2 x Adastra powered megaphones including batteries
and one Monacor powered megaphone with batteries
152.M - A quantity of various disco related equipment including
a Martin disco moon affect light, a Martin Discovery moon
affect light and a fog smoke machine - 240-volt trade
153.M - A quantity of various disco related items including a
Citronic twin CD player, a Citronic DJ mixer and a graphic
equaliser. Contents of one shelf - 240 volt trade
154.M - A quantity of various disco related items including a
Behringer ultragraph graphic equaliser, a DBX Xover unit
and one biamp dual gain manager. Contents of one shelf 240 volt trade
155.V – Lots 155 to 158 are blank
159.M - 8 boxes containing a large quantity of audio CDs,
contents of three shelves
160.M - 7 boxes containing a large quantity of audio CDs,
contents of three shelves

£450-£550

£40-£60
£100-£150
£250-£350
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£30
£50-£80

£50-£80

£50-£80

£25-£50
£60-£80
£50-£80
£15-£30
£15-£30
£70-£120
£30-£60

£30-£60
£30-£60

£60-£80
£50-£80
£30-£60
£40-£60

£20-£40
£20-£40
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161.M - 7 boxes containing a large quantity of audio CDs,
contents of three shelves
162.M - 7 boxes containing a large quantity of audio CDs,
contents of three shelves
163.M - 5 boxes containing a large quantity of DVDs, contents
of one shelf
164.M - 5 boxes containing a large quantity of DVDs, contents
of one shelf
165.M - 5 boxes containing a large quantity of DVDs, contents
of one shelf
166.M - 5 boxes containing a large quantity of DVDs, contents
of one shelf
167.M - A large quantity of I.T related items including PC
towers, a HP laptop, monitors, a printer etc. 240 volt trade
168.M - A quantity of VHS recorders, DVD recorders and DVD
players - 240-volt trade
169.M - One small black rack mount cabinet with glass door
170.M - One grey rack mount cabinet with glass door
171.M - 2 Coomber portable music PA systems, one with a
radio microphone - 240 V trade
172.V – Lots 172 to 176 are blank
177.M - A quantity of television aerials, tv wall mounts and
satellite dish
178.M - 6 various universal television stands from 37 inch to 60
inch, contents of half a shelf
179.M - 6 comb binding machines by Office depot, contents of
half a shelf
180.V - Blank
181.M - A small quantity of various metal detecting equipment
including a sand scoop, headphones, a folding seat etc
182.M - 1 metal detector by Minelab type Go-Find 60 - very little
use since purchased new for £259
183.M - One desktop computer by Fujitsu Siemens with an Intel
Core 2 Duo 2.66 processor 2GB RAM 250gb hard disk
drive, unit comes with monitor, keyboard and mouse.
Please note Windows 7 will require activating, no key is
supplied - trade
184.V - 1 laptop computer by Samsung with an Intel Core i5 2.5
GHz processor 8GB RAM 32-bit Windows 10 500GB hard
disk drive comes with charger - 240 volt trade
185.V - 1 laptop computer by HP with an AMD Radeon 2.5
gigahertz processor 4GB RAM 500GB hard disk drive
running Windows 10 64-bit comes with charger - 240-volt
trade
186.V - One laptop computer by Toshiba model Satellite Pro
with an Intel Core i5 1.7/2.4 gigahertz processors 4GB
RAM 500GB hard disk drive running Windows 10 64-bit 240-volt trade
187.M - A vintage reel-to-reel tape recorder by Uher type 4200
report stereo IC unit comes with spare batteries, original
case, secondary case, instruction manuals etc - trade
188.M - 3 various cameras including a Lumix DMC fz18 8.1
megapixel digital camera A lens etc
189.V – Lots 189 to 192 are blank
193.M - A 7 inch screen by Nextbase and a Nokia Lumia mobile
phone type 520 (untested) - trade
194.V - 18 laptops 3 graphics cards all for spares or repairs 240v trade
195.M - 1 box containing a quantity of PC games The Sims,
some discs may be missing and 2 printers, one by Canon
and one by HP. Please note both require ink - 240v trade
196.M - One astronomical telescope and a short tube
catadioptric telescope, both made in Japan
197.M - Two small hdtvs, one by Technika and one by Bush 240-volt trade
198.M - Two small LED TVs one by Panasonic and one by
Sony, both have remote controls - 240 volt trade
199.V - Blank
200.V - Blank
201.M - 1 Sony 20 inch HD TV model number KDL-20B4050,
unit comes with remote control - 240V trade
202.M - A 19 inch HDTV by Toshiba type 19BV500b, unit
comes with remote control - trade

£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£40
£10-£20
£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£20
£10-£15
£10-£20
£80-£150
£20-£30

£80-£120
£80-£120

£80-£120

£50-£100
£10-£20
£10-£15
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30

£10-£20
£10-£20

203.M - A 32-inch HDTV by Panasonic type TX L32 b6b, unit
£15-£30
has no stand, comes with remote control
204.M - 2 HD TVs, 1 x 26 inch Panasonic and a 19 inch Matsui £15-£30
supplied with two remote controls - trade
205.M - 1 26 inch HD TV by Toshiba type 26C3030d, unit
£10-£20
comes with manual and remote control - trade
206.M - A 26 inch HD TV by Toshiba type 32bv702b, unit
£15-£30
comes with stand and remote control - trade
207.M - A 43 inch HDTV by Digihome type 43287fhddled, unit £50-£100
comes with remote control and an LG Blu-ray disc player trade
£20-£40
208.M - A large quantity of PC and console games & video
game accessories including an Xbox 360 console, contents
of 2 wide shelves - trade
209.M - A large quantity of game console accessories including £10-£20
a surround sound system for PlayStation 2, various
Nintendo Wii accessories etc. Contents of 4 shelves
210.M - A quantity of various electronic related items including
£10-£20
a shredder, HDMI switch, DVD player, a small 4 1/2 inch
black and white television etc. Contents of four shelves 240-volt trade
211.M - A quantity of various electronic related items including
£10-£20
a DVD recorder, a drone no remote, scientific calculator, a
small printer, wireless headphones etc. Contents of four
shelves - trade
212.M - A large quantity of various DVDs, films box sets etc.
£20-£40
Contents of 5 shelves
213.M - A large quantity of various DVDs, films box sets etc.
£20-£40
Contents of 5 shelves
214.M - A large quantity of various DVDs, films box sets etc.
£20-£40
Contents of 5 shelves
215.M - A large quantity of various DVDs, films box sets etc.
£20-£40
Contents of 5 shelves
216.M - A large quantity of various DVDs, films box sets etc.
£20-£40
Contents of 5 shelves
217.M - A large quantity of various DVDs, films box sets etc.
£20-£40
Contents of 5 shelves
218.M - A large quantity of various DVDs, films box sets etc.
£20-£40
Contents of 5 shelves
219.V - 1 Toshiba Strata phone system including 11 Toshiba
£30-£60
phones. Contents of two shelves 240v - trade
220.M - 6 desktop computers and three monitors. Please note
£10-£20
these are spares or repairs - trade
221.M - A quantity of various office related items including hole £10-£20
punches, folders, calculators etc. Contents of three shelves
222.V - A large quantity of packs of Uno Monster High edition
£20-£40
cards. Contents of three shelves
223.M - A quantity of large glass decorative flowers. Contents
£10-£20
of three shelves
224.M - A quantity of various gift related items including jigsaws £10-£20
etc. Contents of 4 shelves
225.M - A quantity of various gift related items including jigsaws £10-£20
etc. Contents of 4 shelves
226.M - A quantity of various gift related items including jigsaws £10-£20
etc. Contents of 4 shelves
227.M - A quantity of various gift related items including jigsaws £10-£20
etc. Contents of 4 shelves
228.M - A quantity of various gift related items including jigsaws £10-£20
etc. Contents of 4 shelves
229.M - A quantity of various gift related items including jigsaws £10-£20
etc. Contents of 4 shelves
230.M - A quantity of various gift related items including jigsaws £10-£20
etc. Contents of 4 shelves
231.M - A quantity of various gift related items including jigsaws £10-£20
etc. Contents of 4 shelves
232.M - A quantity of various items including Voyager VHS,
£10-£20
DVDs, CDs, gift items etc. Contents of four shelves
233.M - A quantity of gift related items including jigsaws etc.
£10-£20
Contents of four shelves
234.M - 1 plastic 5 shelf rack
£10-£15
235.M - One large guillotine by Avery type A2 and other office
£18-£20
equipment
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236.M - 1 precision guillotine by Avery type A3 and other office
equipment
237.V - A quantity of battery powered light up love signs.
Contents of one shelf
238.V - A quantity of PVC wood/plastic lamps. Contents of one
shelf
239.M - 11 boxes containing a large quantity of audio CDs.
Contents of four shelves
240.M - A quantity of various office related items including
folders, hole punches, staplers and 3 old laptops for spares
and repairs - trade
241.M - A quantity of DVD films and box sets. Contents of 3
shelves
242.M - A large quantity of office related items including folder
boxes, heavy-duty staplers, a Laminator, hole punches, a
calculator etc. Contents of two bays 6 shelves
243.M - A quantity of various gift related items including
needlecraft kits, alphabet posters etc. Contents of 4
baskets, baskets are not included
244.V - 5 various children's wetsuits
245.V - 5 various children's wetsuits
246.V - 5 various children's wetsuits
247.V - 5 various children's wetsuits
248.V - 5 various children's wetsuits
249.V - 5 various children's wetsuits
250.V - 5 various children's wetsuits
251.V - 5 various children's wetsuits
252.V - 5 various children's wetsuits
253.V - 5 various children's wetsuits
254.V – Lots 254 to 260 are blank
261.V - 3 flush fitting ceiling lights by Paulmann type IXA and 2
drum type pendant lights by Nave total RRP over £170.
Contents of one shelf
262.V - A quantity of various lights including a three light flush
fitting kitchen island light by Eglo type Zapata, 2 glass lamp
shades, pendant light etc. RRP over £200, contents of one
shelf
263.V - 5 wall lights by Minisun type planter with white glaze
RRP over £150. Contents of half a shelf
264.V - 2 chrome effect 3 light hanging pendants by Eglo type
Conessa and two chrome effect industrial pendant lights
RRP over £200
265.V - 1 ceiling light by Rydon type Sunshine, a 5 lamp
pendant light and a flush fitting ceiling LED light. Contents
of one shelf RRP over £160
266.V - 1 copper effect geometric pendant light, 1 black and
copper dome pendant light and one black domed pendant
light, RRP over £100
267.V - A 5 lamp candle style chandelier, 1 dome pendant light
and one spherical pendant light RRP over £120
268.V - 1 3 lamp pendant light by Brilliant type Gration and a 5
lamp pendant light by Cero type Bulb Attack RRP over
£200
269.V - 1 flush fitting 3 lamp ceiling light, a 3 light hanging
pendant by Maytoni and 2 flush fitting 3 lamp ceiling lights
with crystal flowers RRP over £200
270.V - 1 flush fitting ceiling light by Civic, a silver and grey
ceiling fan with remote control by Minisun and a 7 lamp
pendant light by Light RRP over £250
271.V - 2 wall-mounted two lamp sconce units and a 3 lamp
chandelier style pendant light type Ginosa RRP over £200
272.V - A quantity of various lighting including a 6 lamp flush
fitting spotlight set, 5 glass shades, 2 dome pendant lights
by Eglo type Bolsano etc. Contents of one shelf RRP over
£150
273.V - 1 metal free-standing tripod floor lamp with cage effect
open shade and a vintage style edison bulb RRP £126.99
274.V - 2 extendable wall lights and a 5 lamp pendant light RRP
over £250
275.V - Four various wall lights 2 by Maytoni and two by Mark
Slojd RRP over £250
276.V - 1 ceiling fan with LED light with remote RRP £199.99

£10-£15
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
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£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
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£30-£60

£30-£60
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£25-£50
£50-£80
£50-£80
£40-£80

277.V - 2 x 3 lamp geometric pendant lights type Horatio RRP
£30-£60
over £150
278.V - 1 glass bell hanging pendant light and 1 x 3 lamp
£20-£40
hanging pendant light RRP over £120
279.V - Two glass bell effect hanging pendant lights by Besp£30-£60
Oak RRP over £160
280.V - 1 copper effect domed pendant light by premier RRP
£10-£15
£45.56
281.V - 3 chrome finish pendant lights with clear ribbed glass
£40-£60
shades RRP over £190
282.V - 1 white ceiling lamp type argenta RRP £158.99
£30-£60
283.V - A 15 lamp pendant light by Dar Lighting type Aurelia
£50-£80
RRP is £244.99
284.V - 3 various lights including a domed pendant light, a flush £20-£40
fitting dome light and a 5 way ceiling fitted ice cube effect
light RRP over £120
285.V - Two dark brown marble effect pendant lights by Dar
£20-£40
Banbury type Ganache RRP over £110
286.V - 3 antique brass style wall lights with duck egg blue
£15-£20
metal shades RRP over £60
287.V - A geometric pendant light, 1 x 3 lamp ceiling light, a
£40-£60
dome pendant light and one flush fitting 3 LED ceiling light,
RRP is over £200
288.V - A quantity of various pictures prints and wall art RRP is £50-£80
in excess of £250
289.V - A quantity of various pictures prints and wall art items
£60-£80
are in excess of £300
290.V - 1 brass effect geometric pendant light and one woven
£20-£30
lantern pendant light RRP over £100
291.V - Two flush fitting ceiling lights and 1 pendant light by
£30-£50
firstlight type champagne RRP over £170
292.V - A classic 12 light candle style chandelier RRP £425.99 £80-£100
293.V - 1 x 3 lamp semi-flush Aherne light by Endon and 1 x 5
£20-£40
lamp semi flush Ahern light by Endon RRP over £100
294.V - A 3 blade ceiling fan with remote by Taurus RRP
£20-£40
£98.99
295.V - Two flush LED ceiling lights one with a white fabric
£20-£30
shade and one with a brown fabric shade RRP is £61.99
each
296.V - A quantity of various lights including two dome
£30-£50
pendants by Lucid, one flush ceiling lights and one
spherical pendant light by Nino, RRP over £150
297.V - 1 x 5 light candle style chandelier model Lullaby, RRP
£30-£60
£239.99
298.V - Two round antique brass and crystal effect pendant
£30-£50
lights by Endon type Tanaro RRP £69.99 each
299.V - 1 chrome effect 5 lamp shaded chandelier RRP is
£45-£80
£229.99
300.V - a round chrome and crystal effect pendant light by
£15-£30
Globo RRP £75.99
301.V - A brass effect 3 lamp hanging geometric pendant light
£15-£30
by Eglo type Tarbes RRP £74.52
302.V - A 15 lamp cluster pendant light in a dark copper and
£50-£80
bronze finish by Dar type Aurelia RRP £239.99
303.V - 2 x flush mount 20 lamp LED lights type Piros and 1 x 5 £50-£80
lamp shaded chandelier type Elegance RRP in excess of
£250
304.V - 6 x 5 lamp mirror lights type Broadway by Mini Sun
£30-£60
RRP £27.99 each
305.V - A quantity of wall art prints
£10-£20
306.V - One large geometric pendant light RRP £72.99
£15-£30
307.V - One black and copper effect 3 lamp geometric pendant £20-£40
light RRP £93.99
308.V - 2 Wallace steampunk electric pendant lights with clear
£20-£40
glass shades and 1 similar light by Licata RRP over £120
309.V - 1 large satin nickel effect four lamp barrel effect light by £20-£30
Endon type Lambeth RRP £80.99
310.V - A quantity of various different lights including to flush
£40-£60
ceiling LED lights a table lamp and a bathroom light RRP
over £200
311.V - 2 multi-coloured five lamp pendant lights RRP over
£30-£60
£170
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312.V - 1 x 5 lamp crystal and chrome effect flush ceiling light
and a 3 lamp ceiling spotlight type Albertine, RRP over
£100
313.V - 2 antique cream French cross back chairs type Brambly
Cottage RRP £78.99 each
314.V - 1 country style wood effect chair and one blue
upholstered chair RRP over £100
315.V - 2 charcoal upholstered chrome effect legged chairs
RRP over £100
316.V - 4 stone grey upholstered light oak dining chairs type
Altona RRP £187.96 a pair
317.V - Two ivory upholstered dining chairs type Vermont RRP
£99.99 a pair
318.V - 4 cream upholstered dining chairs RRP over £400
319.V - 4 charcoal upholstered cantilever dining chairs by
Furniture Box RRP over £200
320.V - 4 white upholstered plastic modern style chairs by
Mmilo RRP over £270
321.V - Two white wooden Ercol style dining chairs by Safavieh
RRP £228.99
322.V - 4 wooden, metal framed chairs type Rockefeller RRP
£319.98
323.V - 2 grey upholstered wooden chairs type Wimbledon
RRP £141.99
324.V - 2 Brown upholstered wooden dining chairs type Arison
RRP over £260
325.V - 4 industrial style dining chairs with brown leather effect
upholstery RRP £651.94
326.V - 2 Enmore grey plastic dining chairs with upholstered
seat pads RRP £103 & 1 Ilana grey upholstered dining
chair RRP £73
327.V - 4 solid wood dining chairs with brown upholstered seat
pads by Marlow Home type Arenberg RRP over £220
328.V - 4 solid wood dining chairs with brown upholstered seat
pads by Marlow Home type Arenberg RRP over £220
329.V - 4 modern style white plastic / wood dining chairs RRP
£243.99
330.V - 4 modern style white plastic / wood dining chairs RRP
£243.99
331.V - 4 modern style light brown plastic / metal dining chairs
332.V - 4 modern style white plastic / wood dining chairs by M
Milo RRP over £270
333.V - 4 modern style cream plastic / wood dining chairs by M
Milo RRP over £270
334.V - 6 Talisa modern style white plastic / wood dining chairs
RRP over £200
335.V - 2 black upholstered dining chairs by Laurel Foundry
type Hannah RRP £92
336.V - 4 black upholstered dining chairs by Metro Lane type
Rabin RRP £183
337.V - 4 black upholstered cantilever dining chairs type Ellis
RRP £239.98 a pair and two black upholstered cantilever
dining chairs very similar type Irma
338.V - A set of 6 dark wood grey upholstered dining chairs
type Abril RRP over £525
339.V - 2 cream upholstered dark wood framed chairs
340.V - A set of 2 brown upholstered dining chairs type Morton
RRP £115.99
341.V - 4 grey upholstered button back dining chairs
342.V - 2 white upholstered dining chairs by Hope RRP £126
343.V - 2 cream upholstered dining chairs by Hope RRP £126
344.V - 2 beige upholstered dining chairs
345.V - One garden swing seat RRP £128.99
346.V - 1 garden swing seat by Outsunny RRP £59.99
347.V - 1 hammock swing chair 3 seater by Outsunny RRP
£69.99
348.V - One extra large garden parasol by Outsunny RRP
£94.99
349.V - 1 rabbit hutch and one wooden planter with trellis RRP
over £100
350.V - 1 plastic garden storage box by Star Plus and 1 wooden
animal hutch with run RRP over £140

£20-£40
£30-£40
£20-£30
£20-£30
£70-£100
£20-£40
£80-£100
£40-£80
£50-£80
£40-£60
£60-£80
£30-£60
£50-£80
£70-£120
£25-£50
£40-£80
£40-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£30-£50
£50-£80
£50-£80
£40-£80
£15-£30
£30-£50
£120-£140
£100-£150
£15-£30
£20-£40
£30-£50
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£30-£60
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£60

351.V - 1 double wooden pet hutch and a wooden stepped herb
planter RRP over £200
352.V - 1 cantilever parasol by Outsunny 3M in cream RRP
£65.99
353.V - A 3M cantilever parasol by Maximus in beige RRP
£79.99
354.V - 1 large garden parasol in grey RRP £81.99, no base is
supplied
355.V - 1 garden arch and a walk in polytunnel greenhouse with
windows and door by Outsunny 3 x 2m RRP over £130
356.M - A cold frame mini greenhouse with measurements 4 ft
by 2 ft approx
357.M - 1 shabby chic plant stand
358.V - A 7 piece wooden garden set by Degarmo RRP
£395.99 boxed
359.V - A wooden 3 seater garden bench boxed RRP £116.99
360.V - 1 x 3 seater wood and iron bench by Garden Vida RRP
£47.99
361.V - A two-seater rattan loveseat by Outsunny RRP £107.99
362.V - 1 wooden love seat by Rowlinson RRP £143.99
363.V - 1 cantilever parasol in coffee 3M by Outsunny and a
water filled parasol base RRP over £130
364.V - A vintage style grey gazebo by Glendale 2.5 m x 2.5 m
RRP £299
365.V - 1 octagonal cantilever parasol by Outsunny RRP
£73.99
366.V - A 2.7 m patio garden parasol with hand crank RRP
£52.99
367.V - 1 garden Pavilion metal gazebo with curtains and water
strip by Outsunny 4m x3m RRP £169.99
368.V - A 3M garden parasol with tilt action and a beach
umbrella RRP over £60
369.V - Two large green garden parasols RRP over £170
370.V - 2 square garden planters in grey, one iron pit and a
wind sculpture total RRP is in excess of £250
371.V - One 7 piece wooden garden set by Vida XL RRP
£256.99, one chair has been built for display purposes
372.V - 4 mocha brown rattan carver chairs including cushions
RRP £439.96
373.V - 1 square wooden garden table RRP £106.99
374.V - 4 stacking black and grey garden chairs RRP £42.99
each
375.V - Two similar modern grey and white patterned rugs
376.V - 1 large patterned floor rug by Mali approx 2m x 3m RRP
£362
377.V - Catalogue is now blank until lot 500
501.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
502.M - A mortar and pestle, two pairs of field glasses and a
quantity of miscellaneous ornaments and sundries etc (2
shelves)
503.M - A wooden case wall clock, a gilt framed oil painting and
a quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames (3 shelves)
504.M - Various copper jelly moulds, a set of copper measures
and a quantity of miscellaneous brass and copper ware (3
shelves)
505.M - Vintage school satchel and a quantity of miscellaneous
records, CD and memorabilia (two shelves)
506.M - A quantity of miscellaneous geese and other similar
pottery ornaments (3 shelves)
507.M - A quantity of miscellaneous collectors cards and
albums (one shelf)
508.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames (2
shelves)
509.M - A quantity of miscellaneous vintage games, toys and
jigsaws etc (4 shelves)
510.M - A quantity of miscellaneous ornaments and household
sundries (3 shelves)
511.M - A vintage consort reel-to-reel tape recorder and a
quantity of tapes of various vintage sporting events etc
512.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames (one
shelf)
513.M - 4 vintage military helmets (one shelf)
514.M - A quantity of vintage military gas masks (one shelf)

£40-£60
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£30
£80-£150
£25-£50
£15-£30
£20-£40
£30-£60
£30-£60
£60-£80
£20-£40
£15-£30
£30-£60
£15-£30
£35-£70
£40-£70
£50-£100
£80-£120
£20-£40
£30-£80
£30-£50
£40-£70
£3-£8
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£5-£10
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
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515.M - Four vintage military helmets (one shelf)
516.M - A quantity of miscellaneous vintage military gas masks
(one shelf)
517.M - A quantity of miscellaneous vintage military gas masks
(one shelf)
518.M - A vintage military mine detector (one shelf)
519.M - A quantity of various vintage games, models and
magazines etc (four shelves)
520.M - Various small framed pictures and a quantity of
miscellaneous household sundries (four shelves)
521.M - A quantity of miscellaneous books (one shelf)
522.M - A quantity of miscellaneous chinaware, ornaments
pictures and miscellaneous trinkets etc (5 shelves)
523.M - A quantity of miscellaneous vintage aftershaves,
handkerchieves and personal effects (3 shelves)
524.M - A quantity of miscellaneous China, glassware,
ornaments and household trinkets etc (6 shelves)
525.M - A quantity of miscellaneous colourful pottery and
chinaware (four shelves)
526.M - A plain white jug and basin set, a decorative jardiniere,
2 Siamese cats and a quantity of decorative chinaware and
ornaments etc (3 shelves)
527.M - A retro wooden cased record player
528.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures, frames and
miscellaneous books and maps etc (2 shelves)
529.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware,
ornaments and decorative glassware etc (4 shelves)
530.M - A large colourful jardiniere, various large decorative
commodes and vases etc (two shelves)
531.M - A vintage microscope and a set of vintage linguaphone
records (1 shelf)
532.M - A vintage wooden pond yacht
533.M - A vintage Honda crash helmet with carrier, a quantity of
miscellaneous trinkets and ornaments and two albums of
first day covers (5 shelves)
534.M - A vintage portable radio, a vintage camera, two pairs of
binoculars and a quantity of miscellaneous games and
jigsaw puzzles etc (four shelves)
535.M - An old fishing net wall hanger with various colourful
pottery fish
536.M - A vintage boxed set of Hornby clockwork trains with
various other vintage locomotives, rolling stock and track
and accessories etc
537.M - A quantity of vintage Meccano
538.M - A vintage Silver Reed portable typewriter and a
Ferguson record playing deck with records (two shelves)
539.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative brass
glassware, copperware, silver-plated ware and household
ornaments and trinkets etc (4 shelves)
540.M - Vintage Adler portable typewriter and a vintage Frister
and Rossmann electric sewing machine
541.M - A quantity of LP records and various plastic trays and
office sundries etc (3 shelves)
542.M - Various decorative dolls, various vintage model cars
and other books and DVDs etc (2 shelves)
543.M - Vintage record players (2 shelves)
544.M - A quantity of miscellaneous model aeroplanes and a
quantity of Scalextric track (3 shelves)
545.M - A vintage royal typewriter, various vintage radios and
similar equipment (4 shelves)
546.V - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
547.M - A quantity of miscellaneous framed paintings
548.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
549.M - A ladies vintage fur coat and similar fur cape
550.M - A vintage army greatcoat
551.M - A ladies vintage fur coat
552.M - A large gilt framed oil painting of a woodland scene
signed "Simon"
553.V - A signed David Shepherd print "greater kudu"
554.V - A large rectangular wall mirror in a heavy black carved
frame
555.V - A signed David Shepherd print "jungle gentleman"
556.M - A painting, on board, of a donkey

£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£50-£100
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£50-£80
£10-£30
£20-£40
£10-£30
£10-£20

557.V - A signed David Shepherd print of lions "first light at
Savuti"
558.V - A signed David Shepherd print "arctic foxes"
559.V - Three signed David Shepherd prints "but teddy doesn't
need a ticket", "biscuits" and "granny's kitchen"
560.V - Two signed David Shepherd prints "mountain lion" and
"Arabian oryx"
561.V - A signed David Shepherd print of American bison "the
hot springs of Yellowstone"
562.M - 10 similar gilt framed watercolours mainly of colonial
buildings and scenes
563.V - A signed print of a Rockwell b-1b bomber "power"
564.M - 2 large framed pictures of cats
565.V - A gilt framed watercolour of a river shore scene and a
similar gilt framed watercolour of a church both signed
"Sydney Nevell"
566.M - 2 framed watercolours of buildings
567.V - 5 signed David Shepherd prints of various subjects;
donkeys, horses and snow leopard
568.V - A Russell Flint print of a venetian canal scene
569.V - 3 signed David Shepherd prints "granny's kitchen"
570.V - A John Young print of a steam engine
571.V - A framed and signed John Young print of steam train
572.M - A framed signed limited edition print "sleigh post"
573.M - A framed print of a steam train
574.V - A signed David Shepherd print "Arabian oryx"
575.V - A framed limited edition Russell Flint print of a hangar
interior
576.V - A framed limited edition Russell Flint print of two ladies
577.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
578.M - A Beryl Cook poster
579.V - A pair of gilt framed oil paintings of harbour scenes
580.V - A pair of gilt framed oil paintings of rural scenes
581.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
582.M - 4 similar black framed paintings of Highland scenes
583.M - An oak framed woolwork screen
584.V - A small collection of Russell Flint prints and a folder
containing card prints and artist information
585.V - 2 limited edition Russell Flint prints
586.V - 2 limited edition Russell Flint prints
587.V - 2 limited edition Russell Flint prints
588.V - A limited edition Russell Flint prints of two ladies
589.V - A limited edition Russell Flint print of a lady
590.V - 2 limited edition Russell Flint prints
591.V - 2 limited edition Russell Flint prints
592.V - 2 limited edition Russell Flint prints
593.V - 3 mounted circular hunting prints
594.V - Two signed David Shepherd prints
595.M - A small harmonium/squeezebox, a small milking stool,
a collection of miniature brass fire curbs and a quantity of
miscellaneous decorative metalware and trinkets etc.
596.M - A leather bound volume of Swifts works dated 1735
and a volume of Du Moulin's reflections dated 1681
597.M - A small album of collected autographs during the
1960s, some of the autographs appear to be from the
following people although not authenticated; The
Sherwoods, The Overlords, The Boss Cats, The Voodoos,
The Misfits, The Original Red Caps, The Dawn Breakers,
The Whispers, The Zombies, The Outsiders, The
Searchers, Dick Emery, Manfred Mann Paul Jones, The
Quiet Five, The Matadors, The Diddlers, The Rockefellers,
The Go-Go's, The Paramounts, The Kinks, Dave Davies,
The Dominos
598.M - A decorative photo frame with military insignia and 3
general service medals
599.M - A small quantity of various cap badges and military
insignia etc
600.M - A quantity of miscellaneous costume jewellery
601.M - A small collection of miscellaneous coins
602.M - A quantity of miscellaneous interesting magazines,
books, vintage maps and old correspondents and deeds
etc

£10-£30
£10-£30
£20-£50
£20-£40
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£30
£20-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£30
£20-£50
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£30
£20-£30
£10-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£5-£10
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£30
£10-£20
£20-£30
£20-£80

£10-£20
£5-£20
£10-£20
£10-£30
£20-£30
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603.M - A vintage picnic basket, a vintage kitchen scales, a
cobblers last, a collection of old black and white
photographs and a quantity of miscellaneous ornaments
and trinkets etc
604.M - A decorative Imari bowl and a large quantity of
miscellaneous decorative chinaware and ornaments etc
605.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous decorative meat
plates, decorative jugs and vases and miscellaneous
decorative chinaware and ornaments etc
606.M - A copper coaching horn, a copper warming pan, a
carved wall bracket and a quantity of miscellaneous
decorative ornaments etc
607.M - A pair of Staffordshire spaniels, a brass mantle clock, a
canteen of silver-plated cutlery and a quantity of decorative
ornaments and sundries etc.
608.M - 5 miscellaneous Staffordshire style dogs
609.M - A quantity of miscellaneous ornaments in sundries
including pens, watches, small books, coins and ornaments
etc
610.M - a multi coloured floral patterned Moorcroft vase
611.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative China and
ceramic ornaments etc
612.M - A quantity of miscellaneous medals, cufflinks, coins,
watches, pen knives and silver plated cutlery etc (display
box not included)
613.M - A large red and blue floral patterns ironstone jug, a
similar smaller jug and a double-sided Toby teapot
614.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative China,
glassware and ornaments etc including large colourful
platters, limited edition bird plates and various ornaments
etc
615.M - A Royal Worcester figurine of a lady, a Coalport
figurine of a lady and a Franklin mint figure of a lady
616.M - 4 Thomas Kinkade figures of elegant ladies
617.M - 33 pieces of crested chinaware by W H Goss and 11
other similar pieces
618.M - 7 decorative figures of owls
619.M - A green and white decorative bramble design Royal
Worcester 6 place setting tea set
620.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pottery and ceramic
ornaments including candlesticks, decorative baskets and
figures etc
621.M - A decorative Royal Worcester figure of a girl on a swing
622.M - 2 Coalport figures of Princess Diana and a royal
Staffordshire figurine of Ruby Princess
623.M - A 6 place setting Wedgwood Covent Garden decorated
dinner service
624.M - A collection of limited edition decorative plates, a
vintage 1960s coffee set and various other ornaments and
glasses etc
625.M - A large ceramic swan, a multi-coloured stoneware
goose and a quantity of miscellaneous decorative bird
ornaments
626.M - A quantity of miscellaneous interesting books,
pamphlets, vintage maps and photographs etc mainly
motoring related
627.M - An Edwardian oak cased, manivelle (hand-cranked)
Peerless pneumatic teanola Street Organ, by John G
Murdoch & Co
628.M - A quantity of plain dark blue Honiton pottery breakfast
ware
629.M - A vintage sewing basket with sewing related items,
various tea cards and albums, a WWI vintage shell and
miscellaneous ornaments and memorabilia
630.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative China and
glassware
631.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware and
pottery ware
632.M - A vintage Otis King's pocket calculator and a quantity of
miscellaneous decorative glassware
633.M - A heavy stoneware group of 2 otters, a quantity of
miscellaneous ceramic and stoneware cats and other small
animals

£20-£30

£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£30
£10-£30

£10-£30
£10-£20
£10-£30
£10-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£30
£10-£20
£10-£30
£10-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20

634.M - A quantity of miscellaneous silver-plated cutlery etc.
including a small collection of silver spoons etc.
635.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware
636.M - A quantity of fruit decorated Wedgwood breakfast ware
and a quantity of Honiton pottery stoneware
637.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative wall plates
638.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative ceramic jugs
and vases etc
639.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glassware
640.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative pottery
cottages, moorcraft rabbits/woodland animals etc
641.M - A decorative heavy cast iron fireback, a Georgian style
fire grate, two brass coal helmets and various fire tongs
etc.
642.M - A rectangular wall mirror in a gilt frame
643.M - A Victorian mahogany case American wall clock
644.V - Three sets of black fire irons with stands RRP over
£150
645.M - Victorian mahogany gentleman's wardrobe with 2
mirrored doors enclosing hanging space and a central
chest of 2 short and 4 long drawers
646.M - An oak bureau bookcase with 2 leaded glazed doors
enclosing shelves, a fall front and 3 drawers below
647.M - Oak bureau bookcase with 2 leaded glazed doors
enclosing shelves, a fall front and 3 drawers below
648.M - A reproduction mahogany cased longcase clock with
ornate brass face and pendulum
649.M - A Victorian mahogany linen press with two panelled
doors enclosing hanging space, 2 short & 2 long drawers
under
650.M - Old pine kitchen dresser with 2 open shelves 3 drawers
and 3 cupboards below
651.M - An Edwardian inlaid mahogany triple wardrobe with 1
mirrored and 2 panel doors
652.M - Edwardian pitch pine triple wardrobe with 1 mirror door
enclosing sliding trays and drawers and two panelled doors
enclosing hanging space
653.M - A pair of ornate cast iron bench ends
654.M - An ornate cast iron fire back with grate and an ornate
brass fire fender
655.M - A 3 sectional bevelled overmantle mirror in an ornate
classical design gilt frame
656.M - 2 ornate fire screens with woolwork panels
657.M - A red ground medallion pattern cashmere rug 3m x 2m
658.M - A red ground floral patterned cashmere rug 3.3m x
2.4m
659.M - An ivory ground floral medallion design cashmere rug
3.3m x 2.4m
660.M - A blue ground Persian panel design cashmere rug
3.3m x 2.4m
661.M - An ivory ground all over floral design cashmere rug
3.8m x 2.8m
662.M - An ivory ground Persian panel design cashmere rug
3.8m x 2.8m
663.M - Quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
664.M - A large rectangular bevelled wall mirror in a gilt frame,
a rectangular wall mirror in a red floral painted frame and a
small rectangular wall mirror
665.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
666.V - A large 3 sectional overmantle mirror in a gilt frame
667.M - A large gilt framed overmantle mirror and a wooden
framed rectangular wall mirror
668.M - Edwardian marquetry inlaid framed overmantle mirror
and a rectangular wall mirror in a carved frame
669.M - An Edwardian rectangular overmantle mirror in a
carved oak frame
670.V - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
671.M - Two boxes of miscellaneous pictures and frames
672.M - Two vintage metal cabin trunks
673.M - Various vintage trunks and boxes etc
674.M - A black lacquered art deco compact / mini piano by
Eavestaff with matching piano stool
675.M - 4 vintage metal tractor wheels

£10-£30
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£30
£5-£10
£10-£20
£30-£60
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£50-£120
£30-£50
£20-£40
£30-£80
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£30
£10-£20
£190-£210
£240-£300
£240-£300
£240-£300
£290-£320
£290-£320
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£100-£120
£20-£50
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676.M - A 2-part vintage 10 drawer planpress
677.M - A 1950s vintage walnut single bed with side cabinets
678.M - Various small patterned rugs
679.M - 2 wooden dining chairs
680.V - Two small rectangular top tables
681.M - 2 mahogany ladder back dining chairs
682.M - A vintage white cased Echo TV (Trade)
683.M - Table top display cabinet with a quantity of model ships
and planes
684.M - A plain oak blanket box with a lift lid
685.M - An Edwardian mahogany smokers bow chair
686.M - Small inlaid mahogany rectangular topped table and a
decorative urn shaped floor standing lamp
687.M - An early oak circular topped pedestal table with a tripod
base
688.M - An Edwardian two-seater Chesterfield settee with one
drop end
689.M - A gilt framed circular mirror
690.M - A circular mahogany drop leaf breakfast table
691.M - An engraved unframed triple dressing mirror
692.M - A gilt framed rectangular wall mirror
693.M - 2 large gilt framed wall mirrors
694.M - An oak rectangular top extending dining table with an
extra leaf on heavy cabriole legs
695.M - A decorative camel saddle stool
696.M - Two decorative table lamps with shades (trade)
697.M - A reproduction mahogany twin pedestal "D" end dining
table with centre leaf
697A.M - 1 sewing box / footstool, 1 tile top coffee table and 1
bird cage stand (no cage)
698.M - A decorative camel saddle stool, a 2 tier whatnot and a
semi circular side table
699.M - 2 ladder back elbow chairs with rush seats and a cane
backed elbow chair
700.M - 2 rush seat ladder back dining chairs, a ladder back
elbow chair and two kitchen Windsor chairs
701.M - A set of four pine wood kitchen chairs and a pair of
Edwardian carved mahogany dining chairs
702.M - A vintage hand sewing machine in carrying case by
Pinnock
703.M - An oval topped mahogany drop leaf dining table on
cabriole legs
704.M - An early oak coffer with a lift lid & a 3 panel front
705.M - Vintage wooden blanket box with a lift lid and a dark
oak bedside cabinet
706.M - A small circular topped stool and a vintage wooden
blanket box with a lift lid
707.M - Dark oak display cabinet with 2 leaded glazed doors
708.M - Vintage fire extinguisher, a vintage hand sewing
machine, a brass coal helmet and miscellaneous sundries
709.M - A vintage green metal single pedestal office desk and a
similar tubular office chair
710.M - A vintage Stella wooden cased mains radio
711.M - Vintage Pinnock electric sewing machine in carry case
712.M - A reproduction mahogany rectangular topped side table
with a tooled leather surface
713.M - A pair of reproduction mahogany breakfront sideboards
each with four panel doors enclosing shelves
714.M - Vintage folding projection screen by Aldis
715.V - A reproduction mahogany waste bin
716.M - A dark wood open fronted bookcase
717.M - A wide pine open fronted bookcase
718.M - A 1960s vintage drop leaf dining table and a nest of 3
oak coffee tables
719.M - Folding drop leaf kitchen table, a vintage fold out two
tier trolley, a nest of 3 coffee tables and a rectangular
topped coffee table
720.M - A stained pine chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers and
a frameless wall mirror
721.M - A mahogany bow front sideboard with 5 drawers with
lion ring handles
722.M - A large mahogany circular topped drop leaf dining table

£20-£50
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£20
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£5-£10
£40-£80
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£30-£50
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£50
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£10-£20
£30-£50
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£50-£100
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£30-£50
£10-£20

723.M - A pair of heavily carved oak hall chairs with wooden
seat
724.M - An early oak circular topped pedestal table with a tripod
base
725.M - A light wood octagonal top occasional table
726.M - A Victorian black papier mache pedestal table with a
chess top
727.M - Mahogany bureau with a fall front enclosing a fitted
interior with 3 drawers under
728.M - 2 vintage vacuum cleaners (Trade)
729.M - Oak bow front wall cabinet
730.M - Wall hanging corner cabinet with an astral glazed door
enclosing shelves
731.M - A gentleman's oak Tallboy
732.M - A reproduction oak corner TV cabinet
733.M - An Edwardian smokers bow chair
734.M - An oak bedroom chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers
735.M - A child's Windsor rail back rocking chair with a wooden
seat
736.M - A nest of three oak coffee tables
737.M - A Victorian rosewood 2-tier whatnot with a small drawer
under
738.M - An Edwardian mahogany envelope foldover card table
on tapered legs
739.M - 2 oval topped oak gateleg tables
740.M - A golden oak pedestal table on a flat base
741.M - An early oak 2-tier pedestal table on the tripod base
742.M - A light oak dressing table with a swing mirror and
drawers under and matching chest of 3 drawers
743.M - An oak dressing chest with a swing mirror, two trinket
drawers and 3 drawers under and an oak bedside cabinet
744.M - Reproduction oak cabinet with 2 leaded glazed doors
and 1 drawer under
745.M - An Edwardian cream upholstered tub chair
746.M - Victorian rectangular top side table with two drawers on
turned legs
747.M - A brown stain rectangular topped twin pedestal office
desk with drawers and brass drop handles
748.M - A mahogany rectangular top kneehole writing table with
5 small drawers
749.M - A small walnut bureau with a fall front enclosing a fitted
interior and four drawers under
750.M - A Victorian mahogany bow front chest 2 short and 2
long drawers
751.M - A Georgian oak bureau with a fall front enclosing fitted
interior, with 2 short and 3 long drawers under on bracket
feet
752.M - A Victorian mahogany bow fronted chest of 2 short and
3 long graduated drawers
753.V - End of sale for this rostrum

£10-£20
£20-£30
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£20-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£30
£30-£50
£10-£30
£10-£20
£30-£50
£20-£50
£20-£30

Day 1 Rostrum 2 Commencing at 10.00am

Office furniture, Catering equip, carpets & rugs,
Home furnishings
1001.V - 2 wood framed blue upholstered chairs
£10-£20
1002.V - 2 wood effect office tables
£10-£20
1003.M - 4 white square tables with metal legs
£10-£20
1004.V - 1 wood effect pedestal
£10-£20
1005.V - A quantity of approx 200 grey foam backed carpet tiles £100-£160
1006.V - A quantity of approx 100 grey foam backed carpet tiles £50-£80
1007.V - 1 heavy duty safe by Chubb Grade III, type Sovereign, £80-£140
YOM 2008 - main key and combination in auction office
1008.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet (same size as 2 drawer
£20-£40
filing cabinet with 3 narrow drawers and 1 standard drawer)
1009.V - 1 metal 3 drawer filing cabinet
£15-£30
1010.V - 1 metal 3 drawer filing cabinet
£15-£30
1011.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
£15-£30
1012.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
£15-£30
1013.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
£15-£30
1014.V - 2 metal two drawer filing cabinets - 1 brown & 1 grey
£20-£40
1015.M - 2 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
£20-£40
1016.V - 2 metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
£15-£30
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1017.M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1018.M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1019.M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1020.M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1021.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Silverline
1022.M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1023.M - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1024.V - 1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinets by Samas Vickers
1025.V - 3 metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
1026.V - One grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1027.V - 2 metal shutter front cabinets with wood effect tops
1028.V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet by Bisley
1029.V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet by Bisley
1030.V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet by Bisley
1031.V - 1 tall grey metal shutter front cabinet by Bisley
1032.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with locking front
bar supplied with 1 key
1033.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with locking front
bar supplied with 1 key
1034.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with locking front
bar supplied with 1 key
1035.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with locking front
bar supplied with 1 key
1036.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with locking front
bar supplied with 1 key
1037.M - 1 white metal 4 drawer filing cabinet with locking front
bar supplied with 1 key
1038.V - 1 wheeled double depth / double width shelf unit
1039.V - 1 wheeled double depth / double width shelf unit
1040.V - 1 wheeled double depth shelf unit
1041.V - 1 wheeled double depth shelf unit
1042.M - 1 wood effect pedestal & 1 file trolley
1043.V - 1 wood effect / grey shelf unit
1044.V - 2 wood effect / metal low shelf units
1045.V - Two blue upholstered wood framed reception chairs
and one coffee table
1046.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1047.V - 2 low wood effect shelf units
1048.V - 1 low wood effect two door storage cabinet & 3 low
wood effect shelf units - one with damaged shelf
1049.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1050.M - 1 tall wood effect open front shelf unit
1051.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1052.V - 3 small wood effect shelf units
1053.V - 1 low grey metal shutter front cabinet
1054.V - 1 low grey metal shutter front cabinet
1055.M - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Roneo
1056.M - 1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Roneo
1057.M - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet
1058.M - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1059.M - 2 black upholstered office swivel chairs
1060.M - 10 wood framed chairs & 1 wood framed 2 person seat
1061.V - Two black upholstered office swivel chairs
1062.V - 4 green metal chairs
1063.V - 4 green metal chairs
1064.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet by Bisley
1065.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet by Bisley
1066.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet by Bisley
1067.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet by Bisley
1068.V - 6 blue metal chairs
1069.V - 5 black metal chairs
1070.V - 6 metal chairs - lacquer finish
1071.V – Lots 1071 to 1073 are blank
1074.V - 1 light wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
1075.V - 1 light wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
1076.V - 1 light wood effect open front shelf unit
1077.V - 1 light wood effect open front shelf unit
1078.V - 1 light wood effect open front shelf unit
1079.V - 1 light wood effect open front shelf unit
1080.V - 1 low wood effect two door storage cabinet & 1 wood
effect open front shelf unit
1081.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet

£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£10-£20
£40-£60
£40-£60
£40-£60
£40-£60
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£20
£15-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£40-£70
£40-£70
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£25-£50
£30-£50
£15-£30
£15-£30
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£25-£50
£10-£20
£40-£70

1082.V - 1 metal 2 door storage cabinet with sloping wood effect
top
1083.V - 1 metal 2 door storage cabinet with sloping wood effect
top
1084.V - 1 metal 2 door storage cabinet with sloping wood effect
top
1085.V - 1 wood effect office table with 1 underwork top pedestal
1086.V - 1 wood effect office table with 1 underwork top pedestal
1087.V - 1 white office table with 1 wood effect underwork top
pedestal
1088.V - One black upholstered office swivel chair
1089.V - 2 low wood effect two door storage cabinets
1090.V - 1 wood effect twin pedestal desk - small scratches on
top
1091.M - 2 dark wood effect single pedestal desks
1092.V - 1 low wood effect storage cabinet - 2 doors
1093.M - 2 dark wood effect lateral two drawer filing cabinets
1094.V - 1 dark wood effect two section bookcase with 2 glass
doors above and 2 wood effect doors below
1095.V - 1 dark wood effect two section bookcase with 2 glass
doors above and 2 wood effect doors below
1096.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1097.V - 1 light wood effect 4 drawer filing cabinet
1098.V - 1 light wood effect pedestal
1099.V – Lots 1099 to 1105 are blank
1106.V - 5 wheeled chairs with black upholstered tip up seats &
mesh back panels
1107.M - 8 wood framed upholstered chairs
1108.M - 4 wood framed upholstered chairs & 1 wood framed
two person seat
1109.M - 9 various office swivel chairs
1110.M - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 non matching
pedestal
1111.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 under worktop
pedestal
1112.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 under worktop
pedestal
1113.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 under worktop
pedestal
1114.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1115.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1116.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1117.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 2 full height end
pedestals
1118.V - 2 wood effect / silver curved end cabinets
1119.V - 4 various fire extinguishers
1120.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1121.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1122.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1123.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1124.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1125.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1126.V - 1 purple upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1127.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1128.V - 5 black upholstered cantilever chairs with chrome legs
& 2 similar but non matching chairs
1129.V - 4 wood / plastic designer style chairs - blue
1130.V - 4 plastic / metal / wood designer style chairs - yellow
1131.V - 4 plastic / metal / wood designer style chairs - yellow
1132.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal & shelf unit
1133.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1134.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1135.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1136.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal

£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£35-£70
£35-£70
£35-£70
£35-£70
£35-£70
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1137.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1138.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1139.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1140.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1141.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1142.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1143.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1144.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig and
Neurath
1145.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig and
Neurath
1146.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig and
Neurath
1147.V - 2 red upholstered office swivel chairs
1148.V - 2 red upholstered office swivel chairs
1149.V - 1 light brown upholstered office swivel chair
1150.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1151.V - 1 dark wood effect circular table 1.2m diameter
1152.V - 1 dark wood effect circular table and 1 dark wood effect
low two door cabinet
1153.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with single fixed
pedestal
1154.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end
pedestal
1155.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 2 full height end
pedestals
1156.V - 2 wood effect corner workstations - NO pedestals
1157.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal - front edge trim requires attention
1158.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 full height end
pedestal
1159.M - 1 wood effect corner workstation with 1 non matching
pedestal
1160.V - 4 plastic / metal / wood designer style chairs - blue
1161.V - 4 plastic / metal / wood designer style chairs - blue
1162.V - 1 wood effect adjustable height corner workstation by
Kinnarps - NO pedestal
1163.V - 1 wood effect adjustable height corner workstation by
Kinnarps - NO pedestal
1164.V - 3 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1165.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Haworth type d-yes
with 1 under worktop pedestal
1166.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation by Haworth type d-yes
with 1 under worktop pedestal
1167.M - 2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1168.M - 2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1169.M - 1 rectangular wood effect meeting room type table
approx 1.95m x 1.1m
1170.V - 1 Astoria extending dining table with wooden top and
grey painted legs, RRP £449
1171.M - 1 reproduction mahogany oval topped pedestal table
with splayed legs and a cross banded top and a small
reproduction rectangular table
1172.M - 1 reproduction mahogany oval topped pedestal table
with splayed legs and a cross banded top
1173.M - 16 terracotta upholstered wood framed chairs
1174.M - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair - no arms
1175.M - 15 wood framed chairs with light coloured upholstered
seats
1176.M - 12 light brown upholstered wood framed chairs
1177.M - 12 light brown upholstered wood framed chairs
1178.M - 3 purple upholstered reception seats (2+1+1)
1179.V - 2 non matching stools
1180.M - 6 purple upholstered stacking chairs
1181.M - 6 purple upholstered stacking chairs
1182.V - 4 cream upholstered tub type chairs & 2 cream
upholstered dining chairs

£35-£70
£35-£70
£35-£70
£35-£70
£35-£70
£35-£70
£10-£20
£20-£30
£20-£30
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£30-£50
£20-£40
£10-£20
£5-£10
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£25-£50
£25-£50
£20-£40
£5-£10
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40

1183.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 20 RRP £395
1184.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 18 RRP £395
1185.M - 1 wedding dress by Veromia size 18 RRP £275
1186.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 18 RRP £195
1187.M - 1 wedding dress by Romantica size 18 RRP £295
1188.M - 1 wedding dress by Alfred Angelo size 18 RRP £395
1189.M - 1 wedding dress by Leanna size 10 RRP £400
1190.M - 1 wedding dress by Nicola Ann size 18 RRP £595
1191.M - 1 wedding dress by Veromia size 18 RRP £395
1192.M - 1 wedding dress by Estes size 18 RRP £395
1193.M - 5 various evening dresses
1194.M - 5 various evening dresses
1195.M - 5 various evening dresses
1196.M - 5 various evening dresses
1197.M - 5 various evening dresses
1198.M - 5 various evening dresses
1199.M - 5 various evening dresses
1200.M - 5 various evening dresses
1201.M - 5 various evening dresses
1202.M - 5 various evening dresses
1203.M - 1 pine single bed frame and 1 pine bunk bed frame NO bolts or mattresses included
1204.M - A cream upholstered two person sofa (manually
reclining on both seats) and 1 cream upholstered electronic
reclining arm chair, 240v (Trade)
1205.V - 1 small sofa bed
1206.V - 2 brown upholstered arm chairs & 1 matching footstool
1207.V - 1 brown upholstered two person sofa
1208.V - 1 brown upholstered two person sofa
1209.M - 1 wood framed sofa / futon with red upholstered
cushion / mattress
1210.M - 1 black upholstered two person sofa & 1 grey
upholstered sofa bed
1211.V - 1 black upholstered two person sofa / reception seat
1212.V - 1 black upholstered chair
1213.M - A 6 plastic basket storage unit on wheels
1214.M - 2 small circular glass tables, 1 hat / coat stand & 1 desk
lamp (Trade)
1215.M - 1 part roll of green carpet - label on carpet giving size
appears to be incorrect
1216.M - 1 part roll of green carpet - label on carpet giving size
appears to be incorrect
1217.M - 1 part roll of blue / green / cream / grey striped carpet label on carpet giving size appears to be incorrect
1218.M - 1 part roll of brown carpet - label on carpet giving size
appears to be incorrect
1219.M - 1 part roll of brown carpet - label on carpet giving size
appears to be incorrect
1220.M - 1 part roll of brown carpet - label on carpet giving size
appears to be incorrect
1221.V - Catalogue is now blank until lot 1250
1251.M - 1 red ground traditional style floor carpet approx 1.7m x
1.2m
1252.M - 1 ivory ground floor carpet with square design approx
1.7m x 1.2m
1253.M - 1 red ground floor carpet with central medallion and
ivory border approx 1.6m x 2.4m
1254.M - 1 red ground floor carpet with ivory border approx 1.6m
x 2.4m
1255.M - 1 red ground floor carpet with tree of life design approx
1.2m x 1.7m
1256.M - 1 ivory ground floor carpet approx 1.2m x 1.7m
1257.M - 1 gold ground floor carpet approx 2.4m x 1.6m
1258.V - 1 pale floor rug RRP £129
1259.V - 1 floor rug RRP £83 & 1 circular floor rug RRP £142
1260.V - 1 black / silver floor rug RRP £93 & 1 shaggy floor rug
RRP £63
1261.V - 3 various floor rugs - combined RRPs in region of £150
1262.V - 2 geometric pattern floor rugs RRPs £149 & £102
1263.V - 1 large grey pattern floor rug by a2zrug RRP not shown
1264.V - 1 bobble weave floor rug & 1 light grey pattern floor rug
- RRP not shown
1265.V - 1 woollen rug approx 2.9m x 1.9m RRP £314

£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£70
£10-£20
£15-£30
£40-£60
£40-£60
£30-£50
£15-£30
£40-£70
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£110-£160
£110-£160
£160-£200
£160-£200
£110-£160
£110-£160
£160-£200
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£30-£50
£10-£20
£20-£40
£60-£80
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1266.V - 2 patterned floor rugs RRPs £129 & £49
1267.V - 2 patterned floor rugs RRPs £114 & £97
1268.V - 2 patterned floor rugs RRPs not shown
1269.V - 1 patterned floor rug & 1 shaggy floor rug RRPs £169 &
£54
1270.V - 2 light coloured floor rugs RRPs £69 & £79
1271.M - 1 Meshwani runner approx 253cm x 60cm
1272.M - 1 Meshwani runner approx 260cm x 66cm
1273.M - 1 Gazak rug approx 125cm x 115cm
1274.M - 1 vegetable dye wool Chobi Kelim runner approx
193cm x 66cm
1275.M - 1 vegetable dye wool Chobi Kelim rug approx 160cm x
101cm
1276.M - 1 vegetable dye wool Chobi Kelim rug approx 117cm x
85cm
1277.M - 1 Baluchi rug approx 135cm x 82cm
1278.M - 1 Suzni Kelim runner approx 250cm x 67cm
1279.M - 1 Kashmir hand stitch wool chain rug approx 89cm x
62cm
1280.V - A quantity of various unused lights. Contents of one bay
/ 4 shelves
1281.V - A quantity of various unused lights. Contents of one bay
/ 4 shelves
1282.V - A quantity of various unused lights including 2 Wofi
table lamps. Contents of 3 shelves
1283.V - A quantity of various unused outdoor lights. Contents of
2 shelves
1284.V - A quantity of various unused lights. Contents of one bay
/ 4 shelves
1285.V - A quantity of various unused lights. Contents of one bay
/ 4 shelves
1286.V - A quantity of various unused lights. Contents of one bay
/ 4 shelves
1287.V - A quantity of various unused lights. Contents of one bay
/ 4 shelves
1288.V - A quantity of various unused lights. Contents of one bay
/ 4 shelves
1289.V - 3 various mirrors
1290.V - A quantity of various unused lights. Contents of 3
shelves
1291.V - A quantity of various unused lights. Contents of one bay
/ 4 shelves
1292.V - A quantity of various unused lights. Contents of one bay
/ 4 shelves
1293.V - A quantity of various unused lights. Contents of one bay
/ 4 shelves
1294.V - 1 ceiling fan by Fantasia type Phoenix 106cm / 42 inch
RRP £325
1295.V - 3 external light bollards by Oaks type Prague and 1
other bollard light
1296.V - Blank
1297.V - 5 various chandelier type lights
1298.V - 2 children's table lamps
1299.V - 4 various table lamps
1300.V - 3 various table lamps
1301.V - A quantity of various light shades
1302.V - 2 large table lamps - non matching
1303.V - 3 various table lamps
1304.V - 1 atom style pendant light
1305.V - A quantity of various lamp shades
1306.V - A quantity of various lamp shades
1307.V - 2 table lamps - non matching
1308.V - 3 various table lamps
1309.V - 3 various table lamps
1310.V - 1 retail display board containing various lights, 1
bathroom mirror and 8 various shades
1311.V - A quantity of various light shades
1312.V - 2 table lamps - non matching
1313.V - 2 table lamps - non matching
1314.V - 5 various table lamps
1315.V - 7 various lights
1316.V - A quantity of various light shades
1317.V - A quantity of various light bulbs. Contents of 3 shelves
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1318.V - A quantity of various light bulbs. Contents of 2 shelves
1319.V - 1 box containing various LED light bulbs
1320.V - 1 box containing various LED light bulbs
1321.V - 5 various lights including a metal /wood desk lamp
1322.V - 5 various lights & 1 Tiffany style light shade
1323.V - 3 various ceiling lights
1324.V - 1 small Minnesota bathroom cabinet with LED mirrored
door
1325.V - 1 Impex optical glass chandelier RRP £728, 1 other
chandelier type light and 2 table lamps (non matching)
1326.V - 4 various ceiling lights
1327.V - A quantity of various light shades
1328.V - 1 modern style metal pendant light and 3 other ceiling
lights
1329.V - A quantity of various light shades
1330.V - A quantity of various light shades
1331.V - A quantity of various light shades
1332.V - 3 large light shades
1333.V - A quantity of various items including a Dremel multitool
type 300, bathroom sets, floor maintenance kits etc
1334.V - 4 various lights all for repair
1335.V - A quantity of various door mats etc
1336.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1337.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1338.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1339.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1340.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1341.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1342.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1343.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1344.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1345.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1346.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1347.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1348.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1349.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1350.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1351.V - 4 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1352.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
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1353.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1354.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1355.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1356.V - 6 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1357.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1358.V - 4 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1359.V - 1 grey woven floor rug RRP £135
1360.V - 2 floor standing lights - non matching
1361.V - 2 pine floor standing lights - lights match but shades are
different
1362.V - 3 various floor standing lights
1363.V - 2 metal floor standing lights by Elstead type Pembroke
RRP £294 each
1364.V - A quantity of various items including duvet covers,
curtains, floor rugs, a bean bag etc. Contents of two
shelves
1365.V - 1 large clock by Old Town RRP £47 & 5 canvas art
prints RRP £141
1366.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1367.V - 3 LED floor standing lights by Globo type 58094 RRP
£120 each
1368.V - 5 various floor rugs, combined RRPs in region of £150
to £200 - Not practical to list in any more detail so please
come and view or see photographs online.
1369.V - 2 retro bins by Swan RRP £45 each and 1 pet carrier
1370.V - A quantity of various household items including a
basket set, 2 trays, a clock, a table lamp etc. Combined
RRPs in excess of £200 - contents of 1 shelf
1371.V - A quantity of various household items including a
cooking pan set, frames, a dinner set etc. Combined RRPs
in excess of £200 - contents of 1 shelf
1372.V - A quantity of various household items including 3 table
lamps, a hanging shelf etc. Combined RRPs in excess of
£200 - contents of 1 shelf
1373.V - 2 baskets RRP £66 each, 1 table lamp RRP £32 & 1
floor standing light. Contents of one shelf
1374.V - A quantity of various household items including 2 plate
sets, a cutlery set, 3 cooking pans, storage jars etc.
Combined RRPs in excess of £200 - contents of 1 shelf
1375.V - 2 over size clocks RRPs £51 & £99
1376.V - A quantity of various household items including 2 table
lamps, a bin, a vase, a blind etc etc. Combined RRPs in
excess of £150 - contents of 1 shelf
1377.V - A quantity of various household items including 3
blinds, a floor rug, light shades etc. Combined RRPs in
excess of £150 - contents of 1 shelf
1378.V - 1 wall clock RRP £51, 1 wall clock by the London Clock
Company RRP £50 and 1 framed print RRP £49
1379.V - A quantity of various items including a small drawer
unit, bath mats, a towel rail, toilet brush etc. Contents of
one shelf
1380.V - A quantity of various curtains, rug underlays etc
1381.V - 5 sets of various curtains
1382.V - A quantity of various items including a toilet seat, a
toilet brush stand, smart tiles, a TV bracket, a coat rail etc.
Contents of one shelf
1383.V - 2 large wall clocks (1 x RRP £62) & a sauerkraut
fermentation crock. Contents of one shelf
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1384.V - A quantity of various items including a jewellery box,
toilet roll holders, paper prints etc. Contents of one shelf
1385.V - A quantity of various blinds and various rolls of
wallpaper. Contents of one shelf
1386.V - 2 animal beds
1387.V - A quantity of various items including cushions, throws
etc. Contents of one mesh basket which is not included
1388.V - A quantity of various rolls of wallpaper. Contents of one
mesh basket which is not included
1389.V - A quantity of various rolls of wallpaper. Contents of one
mesh basket which is not included
1390.V - 4 various pairs of ring top curtains. Contents of one
mesh basket which is not included
1391.V - 1 animal bed & 1 green cover
1392.V - A quantity of various items including vases, blinds,
towel rails etc. Contents of one shelf
1393.V - A quantity of various rolls of wallpaper. Contents of one
shelf
1394.V - A quantity of various items including a wall clock, 2
table lamps, a cookbook stand etc. Contents of one shelf
1395.V - A quantity of various items including a floor standing
lamp by Mark Slojd, 2 coat rails etc. Contents of one shelf
1396.V - 1 brass coloured cantilever light with shade RRP £195
& 1 floor standing light with shade RRP £37
1397.V - 1 floor standing light by Mark Slojd RRP £119
1398.V - 1 brass coloured floor standing 5 branch candle holder
1399.M - 1 unused cream metal industrial style pendant light
1400.M - 1 unused chrome retro style film set light / spotlight with
tripod
1401.V - A quantity of various light shades. Contents of two
shelves
1402.V - A quantity of various household related items including
a box of ceramic tiles, four decorative mirrors, ladybird print
and a brass effect clock. Contents of one shelf RRP over
£200
1403.V - A quantity of various light shades. Contents of one shelf
1404.V - A quantity of various light shades. Contents of one shelf
1405.V - 1 pendant light by Dar type Lyall RRP £70 & 1 copper
coloured pendant light RRP £36
1406.V - 2 geometric metal pendant lights RRP £58 each
1407.V - 3 pendant light shades by Endon type Plexus RRP £31
each - light shades only, do not include an electric light
fitting
1408.V - 3 pendant light shades by Endon type Plexus RRP £31
each - light shades only, do not include an electric light
fitting
1409.V - 6 various light shades and a quantity of various LED
light bulbs. Contents of one shelf
1410.V - 1 flush mount light by Maytoni RRP £78 & 1 light kit by
Paulmann type Set Mac II RRP £56
1411.V - 1 Dallas 25 light Sputnik chandelier by Maytoni RRP
£320
1412.V - 3 pendant lights by Nova Luce type 672802 RRP £49
each
1413.V - 1 flush mount light by Minisun type Ice Cube RRP £52
& 1 pendant light
1414.V - 1 chandelier light by Comodo RRP £99
1415.V - 2 copper coloured metal lamp shades
1416.V - 2 brass coloured metal lamp shades
1417.V - A quantity of various lamp shades. Contents of 4
shelves
1418.V - 2 coil sprung mattresses by Wayfair Essentials - both
2ft 6inch RRP 49 each- factory rolled to make transport
easier
1419.V - 2 coil sprung mattresses by Wayfair Essentials - 1 x 3ft
& 1 x 2ft 6 inch RRP £49 each- factory rolled to make
transport easier
1420.V - 3 Kids Essentials memory foam mattresses - all 2ft 6
inch and RRP £89 each- factory rolled to make transport
easier
1421.V - 1 open coil mattress 2ft 6inch RRP £89 & 1 Memory
Supreme mattress 2ft 6inch RRP £89- factory rolled to
make transport easier
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1422.V - 2 coil sprung mattresses - both 3ft and RRP £65 eachfactory rolled to make transport easier
1423.V - 2 mattresses - both 3ft and RRP £79 each- factory
rolled to make transport easier
1424.V - 1 mattress by Sareer 3ft RRP £79 & 1 mattress 3ft RRP
£79- factory rolled to make transport easier
1425.V - 1 mattress by Sareer 3ft RRP £84, 1 mattress by Jaybe 3ft RRP £95 & 1 other 3ft mattress- factory rolled to
make transport easier
1426.V - 1 memory foam mattress by Silentnight 3ft type 3 zone
RRP £116- factory rolled to make transport easier
1427.V - 1 memory foam mattress by Silentnight 3ft type 3 zone
RRP £116- factory rolled to make transport easier
1428.V - 1 memory foam mattress by Silentnight 3ft type 3 zone
RRP £116- factory rolled to make transport easier
1429.V - 1 mattress by Aspire 3ft RRP £129- factory rolled to
make transport easier
1430.V - 1 memory foam mattress by Sleep Design 3ft RRP
£149- factory rolled to make transport easier
1431.V - 1 toddler mattress by Jay-be RRP £87
1432.V - 2 memory foam mattresses by Cool Touch both 2ft
6inch, RRP not shown
1433.V - 2 memory foam mattresses - both 2f 6inch, RRP not
shown
1434.V - 1 mattress 2ft 6inch RRP £99
1435.V - 1 mattress by Wayfair Sleep 2ft 6 inch RRP £114
1436.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Sareer 3ft RRP £80
1437.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Sareer 3ft RRP 99
1438.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Sareer 4ft RRP £119
1439.V - 1 mattress 4ft 6inch RRP £119
1440.V - 1 memory foam mattress by Cool Touch RRP £209
1441.V - 1 memory foam mattress by Cool Touch 4ft 6inch RRP
not shown - some dirt marks
1442.V - 1 mattress by Sareer 4ft RRP £154
1443.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Sareer 4ft RRP £119 factory rolled to make transport easier
1444.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Sareer 4ft RRP £119 factory rolled to make transport easier
1445.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Sareer 4ft RRP £119 factory rolled to make transport easier
1446.V - 1 open coil mattress 4ft RRP £150 - factory rolled to
make transport easier
1447.V - 1 memory foam mattress 4ft RRP £119 - factory rolled
to make transport easier
1448.V - 1 memory foam mattress 4ft RRP £119 - factory rolled
to make transport easier
1449.V - 1 memory foam mattress 4ft RRP £119 - factory rolled
to make transport easier
1450.V - 1 memory foam mattress 4ft RRP £119 - factory rolled
to make transport easier
1451.V - 1 memory foam mattress 4ft RRP £119 - factory rolled
to make transport easier
1452.V - 1 memory foam mattress by Aspire 4ft 6 inch RRP £144
- factory rolled to make transport easier
1453.V - 1 memory foam mattress 4ft 6inch RRP £144 - factory
rolled to make transport easier
1454.V - 1 cooling open coil mattress 4ft 6inch RRP £112 factory rolled to make transport easier
1455.V - A 7 zone memory foam mattress by Somnior 4ft 6inch
RRP £211 - factory rolled to make transport easier
1456.V - A 7 zone memory foam mattress by Somnior 4ft 6inch
RRP £211 - factory rolled to make transport easier
1457.V - A 3 zone memory foam mattress 4f 6inch RRP £161 factory rolled to make transport easier
1458.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Sareer 4ft 6inch RRP £119 factory rolled to make transport easier
1459.V - 1 memory foam mattress 4ft 6inch RRP £112 - factory
rolled to make transport easier
1460.V - 1 memory foam mattress 4ft 6inch RRP £119 - factory
rolled to make transport easier
1461.V - 1 Cooling open coil mattress 4ft 6inch RRP £122 factory rolled to make transport easier
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1462.V - 1 Ortho Reflex foam mattress 5ft RRP £120 - factory
£15-£30
rolled to make transport easier
1463.V - 1 Cooling open coil mattress 5ft RRP £138 - factory
£20-£40
rolled to make transport easier
1464.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Sareer 5ft RRP £139 £20-£40
factory rolled to make transport easier
1465.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Sareer 5ft RRP £139 £20-£40
factory rolled to make transport easier
1466.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Sareer 5ft RRP £139 £20-£40
factory rolled to make transport easier
1467.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Sareer 5ft RRP £139 £20-£40
factory rolled to make transport easier
1468.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Sareer 5ft RRP £139 £20-£40
factory rolled to make transport easier
1469.V - 1 orthopaedic mattress by Sareer 5ft RRP £112 £20-£40
factory rolled to make transport easier
1470.V - 1 cool blue memory coil mattress by Sareer 5ft RRP
£20-£40
£161 - factory rolled to make transport easier
1471.V - 1 memory foam mattress by Dormeo Silver Deluxe 5ft
£40-£70
RRP £242 - factory rolled to make transport easier
1472.V - 1 mattress by Wayfair Sleep type Pillow Top Memory
£30-£50
1500, 3ft, RRP £265
1473.V - 1 memory coil mattress by Sareer, 4ft, RRP £119 - may £15-£30
be shop / warehouse soiled, please check for any marks
before bidding
1474.V - 1 mattress, 4ft, RRP £169 - may be shop / warehouse
£20-£40
soiled, please check for any marks before bidding
1475.V - 1 pocket sprung mattress by Sareer, 4ft, RRP £203 £20-£40
may be shop / warehouse soiled, please check for any
marks before bidding
1476.V - 1 mattress by Sareer, 4ft 6 inch, RRP £119 - may be
£15-£30
shop / warehouse soiled, please check for any marks
before bidding
1477.V - 1 mattress by Sareer, 4ft 6 inch, RRP £119 - may be
£20-£40
shop / warehouse soiled, please check for any marks
before bidding
1478.V - 1 mattress by Sareer, 4ft 6inch, RRP £119 - may be
£15-£30
shop / warehouse soiled, please check for any marks
before bidding
1479.V - 1 mattress by Sareer, 4ft 6inch, RRP £119 - may be
£15-£30
shop / warehouse soiled, please check for any marks
before bidding
1480.V - 1 mattress, 5ft, RRP not shown - may be shop /
£20-£40
warehouse soiled, please check for any marks before
bidding
1481.V - 1 pillow top mattress, 5ft, RRP not shown - may be
£20-£40
shop / warehouse soiled, please check for any marks
before bidding
1482.V - 1 mattress, 5ft, RRP not shown - may be shop /
£20-£40
warehouse soiled, please check for any marks before
bidding
1483.V - 1 Supreme 1000 mattress, 5ft, RRP not shown - may
£20-£40
be shop / warehouse soiled, please check for any marks
before bidding
1484.V - 1 mattress by Silentnight type Pocket Latex 1400, 6ft,
£80-£140
RRP £849 - may be shop / warehouse soiled, please check
for any marks before bidding
1485.V - 1 mattress, 6ft, RRP not shown - may be shop /
£40-£70
warehouse soiled, please check for any marks before
bidding
1486.V - 1 Cashmere silk pocket sprung 3000 mattress, 6ft, RRP £60-£90
£563 - may be shop / warehouse soiled, please check for
any marks before bidding
1487.V - 1 Mirapocket Ortho 1400 Eco Comfort mattress, 6ft,
£50-£80
RRP £409 - may be shop / warehouse soiled, please check
for any marks before bidding
1488.V - 1 Myer Adams Backcare 3000 memory mattress, 6ft,
£80-£140
RRP £769 - may be shop / warehouse soiled, please check
for any marks before bidding
1489.V - 1 mattress, 6ft, RRP £95 - may be shop / warehouse
£20-£40
soiled, please check for any marks before bidding
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1490.V - 1 Silentnight tufted matt 1400 Pocket Ortho mattress,
6ft, RRP £409 - may be shop / warehouse soiled, please
check for any marks before bidding
1491.V - 1 Silentnight 1400 Pocket Ortho mattress, 6ft, RRP
£409 - may be shop / warehouse soiled, please check for
any marks before bidding
1492.M - 1 Roma mattress, 3ft, RRP £399
1493.M - 1 pink metal framed bed, 4ft, with a Royal Orthopaedic
mattress, 4ft
1494.M - 1 unused single bed base, 3ft - may be shop /
warehouse soiled, please check for any marks before
bidding
1495.M - 1 unused single bed base, 3ft - may be shop /
warehouse soiled, please check for any marks before
bidding
1496.M - An unused two part double bed base with drawer
under, 4ft 6 inch - may be shop / warehouse soiled, please
check for any marks before bidding
1497.M - An unused two part double bed base with drawer
under, 4ft 6 inch - may be shop / warehouse soiled, please
check for any marks before bidding
1498.V - Catalogue is now blank until lot 1550
1551.M - One large 3-piece concrete pot and stand
1552.M - A pair of large decorative two handled urn type planters
1553.M - 3 concrete garden ornaments - 1 lion mask & 2
cherubs, please note lion is damaged
1554.M - A pair of large decorative two handled urn type planters
1555.M - 2 concrete garden 2 piece planters - leaf decoration on
sides
1556.M - Various concrete animal ornaments
1557.M - A pair of circular planters featuring stags and tropical
birds
1558.M - Two large concrete garden planters
1559.M - A pair of large decorative two handled urn type planters
1560.M - Two concrete Mayan style planters decorated with an
Aztec design on a circular base
1561.M - One large two-piece staddle stone
1562.M - One large two-piece staddle stone
1563.M - 2 x large decorative two handled garden urns
1564.M - 3 various garden decorations including a lion mask, a
ladies face and a small cherub
1565.M - A curved concrete garden bench on squirrel plinths
1566.M - A straight concrete timber effect seats on squirrel
plinths
1567.M - 1 classic square birdbath adorned with a rose
1568.M - One large bird bath in the shape of a seashell
1569.M - Two large concrete planters decorated with the fleurde-lis
1570.M - Two large sack shaped planters
1571.M - Two small sack shaped planters
1572.M - 2 goblet shaped planters with a Mayan Aztec design
1573.M - Two large concrete planters decorated with leaves
1574.M - Two large concrete planters decorated with roses
1575.M - Two large circular planters decorated with oak leaves
and acorns and two concrete plinths
1576.M - Two concrete garden planters and a decorative cat
1577.M - A quantity of ceramic garden pots
1578.M - 2 concrete planters and a bird bath
1579.M - 1 long concrete planter and a tall slim bird bath
1580.M - Large reclaimed cable reel converted table with heavyduty base
1581.M - Large reclaimed cable reel converted table with heavyduty base
1582.M - Large reclaimed cable reel converted table with heavyduty base
1583.M - 2 medium size reclaimed cable reel converted tables
with heavy-duty base
1584.M - 2 small reclaimed cable reel converted tables with
heavy-duty base
1585.M - One metal worktop table with vice
1586.M - Three metal topped tables all in need of repair
1587.M - 3 large outdoor plant pots. Please note there is some
damage
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1588.M - Two large plank top tables
1589.M - Two large plank top tables
1590.M - 2 medium sized plank top tables
1591.M - 4 square garden tables, 2 chairs and a bench
1592.M - 2 square metal tables
1593.M - Two trolleys with plank shelving
1594.V - 1 stone/granite and wood garden bench
1595.V - 1 stone/granite and wood garden bench
1596.V – Lots 1596 tp 1600 are blank
1601.M - 1 large commercial food mixer by Heng Yu, comes with
bowl and 3 mixing attachments 240v - trade
1602.M - One large custom-made Redwood topped bar with a 2
door bottle display fridge by Husky, 5 stools, a cellar cooler
by Cornelius type Evo 70, bar taps, glasses, cleaning
solution rear mirror etc. - trade 240v
1603.M - A large custom-made Redwood bar height table with 4
fold away stools
1604.M - 1 custom-made Redwood table with 4 fold away stools
1605.M - 1 custom-made wall mounted Redwood table with 2
fold away stools
1606.M - 1 custom-made Redwood table with decorative iron
base with shelf
1607.M - A decorative display/tasting table with glass top and 6
drawers beneath with plaques for hops, barley, wheat etc.
1608.M - A decorative display/tasting table with glass top and 6
drawers beneath with plaques for hops, barley, wheat etc.
1609.M - 1 custom-made Redwood table with decorative iron
base
1610.M - 1 custom-made bar height wall mounted Redwood
table with 2 fold away stools
1611.M - 1 custom-made Redwood table with decorative iron
base
1612.V - 1 grill rotisserie oven by Vanguard 3 phase - trade
1613.V - 1 grill rotisserie oven by Vanguard 3 phase - trade
1614.V - 1 large stainless steel extraction canopy
1615.V - One small stainless steel extraction canopy. Contents
of one pallet, pallet not included
1616.M - A large commercial glass fronted serve over display
fridge by Legend - no model visible - appears unused 240v trade
1617.V - An unused, boxed, 7 piece multi-colour colour knife set
by DeSwiss
1618.V - An unused, boxed, 7 piece multi-colour colour knife set
by DeSwiss
1619.V - An unused, boxed, 7 piece multi-colour colour knife set
by DeSwiss
1620.V - An unused, boxed, 7 piece knife set in white by
Waltmann Und Sohn
1621.V - An unused, boxed, 7 piece multi-colour colour knife set
by Waltmann Und Sohn
1622.M - An 18 piece steak knife and fork set in case
1623.V - A 10 piece knife set in a case by Waltmann Und Sohn
1624.V - A quantity of latte spoons by The Perfect Drink
1625.V - 6 stainless steel large divided vegetable dishes
1626.V - 48 stainless steel soup / ice cream bowls
1627.V - Two large stainless steel fish kettles
1628.V - 16 stainless steel trays
1629.V - 23 stainless steel split veg dishes
1630.V - A quantity of various catering related utensils in a
plastic tray
1631.V - 12 stainless steel bowls
1632.V - A box containing 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's
Italian
1633.V - A box containing 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's
Italian
1634.V - A box containing 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's
Italian
1635.V - A box containing 24 large wine glasses by Jamie's
Italian
1636.V - 7 large stainless steel sandwich trays
1637.V - A large quantity of catering related recipe books, mainly
by Jamie Oliver. Contents of one shelf
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1638.V - A quantity of various catering related items including
wooden boxes with lids, scoops, wooden trays etc.
Contents of one wide shelf
1639.V - 10 large stainless steel teapots, boxed
1640.V - 1 boxed unused large insectocutor by Diaminox - trade
1641.V - 1 boxed unused large insectocutor by Diaminox - trade
1642.V - 3 decorative cake stands
1643.V - 10 plastic trays
1644.V - One packet containing 20 unused tea towels by H Line
1645.V - 100 pieces of Kings cutlery in a cutlery tray
1646.V - 9 black aprons by H-Line
1647.V - 2 stainless steel chafing dishes with stands
1648.M - A quantity of white crockery including plates, cups and
saucers etc., and a box of mixed crockery, contents of one
shelf
1649.V - 10 unused stainless steel vegetable dishes with lids
1650.M - A quantity of various catering related items including
wicker baskets, containers, cake covers etc. Contents of 2
wide shelves
1651.M - A quantity of glasses fruit bowls and optics, contents of
one shelf
1652.M - A quantity of various catering related items including
four kitchen bins, 3 bamboo blinds and a tab grabber.
Contents of 1 shelf
1653.M - A quantity of various catering related items including a
four slice toaster, a small grilling machine, microwave etc.
Contents of one shelf
1654.M - A quantity of sweeping brushes and mops etc.
Contents of one shelf
1655.M - A quantity of various kitchen related items all by Igenix.
This lot includes a kettle, steam iron, microwave and a 2
slice toaster. Contents of one shelf - trade
1656.M - A quantity of various cleaning fluid including washroom
cleaner, hard surface cleaner and flora fresh by Janitol
1657.M - One small 800w quartz heater, a bucket of champagne
glasses and a vacuum cleaner by Daewoo - trade
1658.M - 4 containers of Diversey Suma rinse/rinse aid - 5lt each
1659.M - 5 x 5lt Diversey cleaning fluids
1660.M - 4 x 5lt of various cleaning fluids and two rolls of swing
bin liners
1661.M - 5 tubs of house and siding pressure wash liquid
concentrate by Zep Commercial
1662.M - 6 x 5lt tubs of shower safe disinfectant and scale
remover
1663.M - 6 x 5lt tubs of shower safe disinfectant and scale
remover
1664.M - A quantity of glass and general purpose cleaner cream
cleaner window cleaner etc
1665.M - A quantity of glass and general purpose cleaner and
Unipart cream cleaner
1666.M - A quantity of various brushes, mops etc. Contents of
one shelf
1667.M - 2 Krups Nespresso coffee machines - trade
1668.V - A large quantity of white Athena cups and saucers and
8 plastic trays. Contents of one shelf
1669.V – Lots 1669 to 1678 are blank
1679.M - 2 stainless steel extraction hoods - trade
1680.M - 3 folding luggage racks and a quantity of optics
1681.M - One small tabletop contact grill by R V Rutland - 240
volt trade
1682.M - A 4 pot bain-marie by Parry - 240-volt trade
1683.M - A stainless steel 3' hot plate by Parry - 240v trade
1684.M - A countertop water boiler by Instanter and a hot water
boiling urn by Swan. Please note these require attention trade
1685.V - 1 boxed unused hot plate by Lacor RRP £125.99
1686.V - 1 boxed unused hot plate by Lacor RRP £125.99
1687.V - An unused twin stainless steel deep fat fryer by Infernus
- 240 volt trade
1688.V - 1 countertop water boiler by Catelite - 240v trade
1689.M - One electric contact grill and one meat slicer requiring
attention - trade
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1690.M - One insect-o-cutor by Easy Zap and one 2 slice toaster
240 volt - trade
1691.V - 1 unused round chafer dish with glass lid and capsuled
stand type s52293
1692.V - 1 unused round chafer dish with glass lid and capsuled
stand type s52293
1693.V - 1 unused lg round chafer dish with glass lid and
capsuled stand
1694.V - 1 unused lg round chafer dish with glass lid and
capsuled stand
1695.V - 1 unused square chafer dish with glass lid and capsuled
stand
1696.V - 1 unused square chafer dish with glass lid and capsuled
stand
1697.V - 1 unused rectangular chafer dish with glass lid and
capsuled stand
1698.V - 1 unused rectangular chafer dish with glass lid and
capsuled stand
1699.V - One large cereal dispenser
1700.V - One large cereal dispenser box
1701.V - 1 stainless steel commercial electric griddle by Infernus
type INEG75C - trade
1702.V - One small countertop meat mincer by Virgo type tk12 240-volt trade
1703.V - One unused electric juicer by Cookworks - 240 volt
trade
1704.V - 1 countertop water boiler by Marco - 240-volt trade
1705.V - A red powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1706.V - A red powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1707.V - A red powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1708.V - A red powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1709.V - A yellow powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1710.V - A yellow powerful blender by Diaminox - trade
1711.M - One commercial stainless steel 2 group coffee machine
by Wega, no model number visible. Unit has 2 steam
wands, also includes a coffee grinder by Iberiital - 1 ph.
trade. Coffee dispensing handles are in auction office
1712.V - One large freestanding potato rumbler/peeler - 240v
trade. Please note no lid
1713.V - One commercial countertop food mixer type B20-F, unit
has no bowl or attachments 240-volt - trade
1714.M - 2 branded coffee/cafe/shop signs
1715.M - 1 black 5 ring oven range by Belling Gas type
Sandringham - 240 volt trade
1716.V - 1 deep, single bowl stainless steel sink unit with drainer
to the left and shelf beneath
1717.V - One commercial stainless steel combination oven by
Olis, unit is fitted with an industrial 240v blue plug - trade
1718.V - 1 stainless steel commercial pasta cooker by Mareno please note control knobs are missing - 240 volt trade
1719.V - 1 portable metal tray rack, no trays included
1720.M - A 7 burner range by Stoves with two ovens beneath,
gas fired and 240 volt - trade
1721.M - Approximately 1000 microwave / freezer containers
1722.V - One commercial stainless steel catering storage cabinet
with 2 doors
1723.V - Blank
1724.M - One under counter slimline dishwasher by Bosch type
serie 2 - 240v trade
1725.V - 1 unused under counter fridge by LEC type l5511w
240v - trade
1726.V - 1 unused under counter fridge by LEC type l5511w
240v - trade
1727.V - One small table top fridge by Valera. Please note glass
is cracked on front - trade
1728.M - 1 counter top hot drinks/coffee vending machine by
Style 5 (coin op or free vend) comes with keys (keys in
auction office) - trade
1729.V - 1 unused undercounter freezer by New World - 240 volt
trade
1730.M - One under counter washing machine by AEG Lavamat
Protex Plus 240 volt - trade
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1731.M - An undercounter condenser tumble dryer by Zanussi
type tce7276w 240v - trade
1732.V - One commercial stainless steel kebab rotisserie by
Archway 240v/gas - trade
1733.M - A cream under counter washing machine by Hotpoint
type Aquarius Extra model WM A35 - 240 volt trade
1734.V - 2 children's high chairs
1735.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240 volt
- trade
1736.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240 volt
- trade
1737.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240 volt
- trade
1738.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240 volt
- trade
1739.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240 volt
- trade
1740.V - 1 undercounter back bar bottle chiller by Husky 240 volt
- trade
1741.M - 1 tabletop electric grill by Wahl, type James Martin, and
an unused table top fridge by Igenix with key - 240 volt
trade
1742.V - 1 long aluminium table frame with chopping board top
1743.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1744.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1745.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1746.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1747.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1748.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1749.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1750.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1800mm boxed
1751.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1500mm boxed
1752.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1500mm boxed
1753.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1500mm boxed
1754.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1500mm boxed
1755.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1500mm boxed
1756.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1200mm boxed
1757.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1200mm boxed
1758.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1200mm boxed
1759.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1200mm boxed
1760.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1200mm boxed
1761.V - 1 commercial stainless steel catering type table with
shelf beneath 600 x 1200mm boxed
1762.M - 1 slimline 4 ring gas oven no make or model visible trade
1763.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
(built to view)
1764.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
1765.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
1766.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
1767.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
1768.V - 1 unused bay of catering type racking with 4 shelves
1769.V - One commercial stainless steel under counter
dishwasher by Hobart 240 volt - trade
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1770.V - One commercial stainless steel combi oven by Hobart
type csd1012E 3 phase - trade
1771.M - 1 stainless steel catering type table with space for
appliances beneath
1772.M - 1 spin dryer by White Knight 240 volt - trade
1773.V - One cash register by Sharp type XE a202 240v - trade
1774.M - A chrome effect industrial style pendant light - trade
1775.M - One commercial stainless steel single bowl sink unit
with two shelves beneath and drainer to the left
1776.V - 3 water filters / calcium treatment units
1777.M - One under counter washing machine by Hotpoint type
Aquarius 6kg - 240 volt trade
1778.V - A tall commercial fridge by Vestfrost - trade
1779.M - A tall commercial fridge freezer by Hotpoint - trade
1780.M - 1 tall SS commercial style fridge freezer by AEG model
s53620CTxf 240 volt - trade
1781.M - 1 commercial bottle display fridge by Husky 240v trade
1782.M - One household fridge freezer by LEC 240v - trade
1783.M - One household fridge freezer by Beko 240-volt - trade
1784.M - 1 electric clothes spinner by Indesit 240 volt - trade
1785.V - One commercial stainless steel, double bowl, double
drainer sink top
1786.M - One small under counter wine bottle display fridge by
Polar 240V - trade
1787.M - One commercial stainless steel heated cabinet by
Moffat 240-volt - trade
1788.M - 1 counter height bottle display fridge by Auto Numis no
model visible 240 volt - trade
1789.V - 8 large red chopping boards, contents of one pallet,
pallet is not included
1790.V – Lots 1790 to 1792 are blank
1793.M - An under counter washing machine by Bosch type wfb
2004 - trade
1794.M - One under counter washing machine by Hotpoint type
Aquarius 6kg model wml540 240-volt - trade
1795.V – Lots 1795 to 1799 are blank
1799.M - 10 grey, red and black upholstered stacking cafe type
chairs
1800.V - One commercial wood effect wine thermidor by
Transtherm 240 volt - trade
1801.V - 8 small square cafe type tables in a light wood effect
finish and 5 similar round & square tables
1802.M - 1 unused commercial stainless steel 4 basket deep fat
fryer by Empero - trade
1803.M - 3 bays of metal catering type racking, please note
some clips may be missing
1804.V - One commercial stainless steel mobile plate warmer 240 volt trade
1805.V - One commercial double bowl single drainer sink unit
with shelf beneath
1806.M - A mobile 7 tier catering type table/shelving unit
1807.M - One commercial stainless steel catering type table with
2 shelves and 1 drawer beneath
1808.V - A commercial cash register by JCM type gold - keys in
auction office - trade
1809.V - A commercial stainless steel catering type table with
space for an appliance beneath
1810.M - One commercial stainless steel mobile corner table with
two shelves beneath
1811.M - 1 unused slimline integrated dishwasher by Zanussi
type zdv12004fa 240 volt - trade
1812.M - One unused integrated double oven by AEG type
Competence features grill and large oven 240 volt - trade
1813.M - One unused integrated double oven by AEG type
Competence features grill and oven 240 volt - trade
1814.M - One unused integrated double oven by Zanussi
features grill and oven 240 volt - trade
1815.V - One large gas fired commercial stainless steel kebab
rotisserie by Easy - trade
1816.M - A large 6 piece mobile commercial stainless steel L
shape servery by Victor with tray rails, units have a light
wood effect finish - 240v trade
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1817.M - A small integrated extractor fan unit by Electrolux 240
volt - trade
1818.M - An unused integrated double oven by Zanussi featuring
grill and oven 240 volt - trade
1819.M - An integrated extractor fan by AEG type DKB4650M
240v - trade
1820.M - An integrated extractor fan by Electrolux type ELF346A
240v - trade
1821.M - An integrated extractor fan by Electrolux type ELF346A
240v - trade
1822.M - An unused integrated induction hob by AEG 240 volt trade
1823.M - 1 commercial stainless steel Style rotating cake display
fridge 240 volt - trade
1824.V - A commercial serveover glass - fronted refrigerated
display cabinet by IglooI - 240 volt trade
1825.M - A large quantity of bottles, wine etc. Please note we do
not know how this has been stored, therefore cannot
guarantee the contents of the bottles
1826.V - A quantity of various catering related items including
plates, glasses, frying pans, utensil holders etc. Contents of
four shelves
1827.V - A food mixer/processor by Magimix type Compact 3200
1828.V - A food mixer/processor by Magimix type Compact 3200
1829.V - A box containing a quantity of cutlery
1830.V - A countertop induction hob by Caterlite 240v - trade
1831.V - A commercial hot chocolate dispenser by Buffalo 240
volt - trade
1832.V - One commercial stainless steel ice cream maker by
Buffalo 240 volt - trade
1833.V - 1 cream 4 slice toaster by Dualit 240 volt - trade
1834.V - One large rice cooker by Buffalo. Please note back is
dented - 240volt trade
1835.V - One small commercial food processor by Waring
Commercial 240 volt - trade
1836.V - 1 square stainless steel condenser hood by HMA
1837.V - One commercial stainless steel semi circular
dishwasher run
1838.V - 1 small stainless steel table with shelf beneath
1839.V - One commercial stainless steel catering type 3-tier
workstation shelving unit
1840.V - A small stainless steel stand 45 x 45 x 59 cm
1841.V - 1 low stainless steel stand on wheels
1842.V - One commercial stainless steel mobile 3-tier
workstation shelving unit
1843.V - 1 oven rack with trays
1844.V - One commercial stainless steel mobile sink unit
1845.V - 1 unused worktop by Whirlpool
1846.V - One commercial stainless steel stand 80 x 70 x 66 cm
1847.V - One used commercial stainless steel stand 75 x 57 x 64
cm
1848.V - 1 10 grid commercial combi oven by Hobart comes on a
stand - 3 phase trade
1849.V - One commercial stainless steel 6 grid combi oven by
Hobart, comes on a stand - 3phase trade
1850.V - 1 twin deep fat fryer by Falcon gas-fired - trade
1851.V - One large cafe counter type unit which is foldable,
mobile, and comes with glass shelves, a sink, boiler etc 240volt trade
1852.M - One commercial washing machine by Electrolux type
w75 MP unit comes with a diversity liquid dispenser three
phase trade
1853.M - One pass through dishwasher by Hobart and one side
section which includes deep sink three phase trade
1854.V – Lots 1854 to 1857 are blank
1857.V - A large quantity of brown upholstered dining chairs with
a quantity of black covers (these chairs are fairly worn so
will need the covers included)
1858.V - 6 brown upholstered dining chairs
1859.V - 6 brown upholstered dining chairs
1860.V - 8 red upholstered dining chairs & 8 black chair covers
1861.V - 8 red upholstered dining chairs & 8 black chair covers
1862.V - End of sale for this rostrum
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Day 2 Rostrum 1 Commencing at 10.00am in
Hangar 2. All electrical lots in this sale are
Deemed as “Trade” sales. See sale conditions
2001.V - 1 inverter welder by IFL type 151PHF, 110v
2002.M - 1 petrol engine chainsaw by Stihl type 028AV
2003.M - 1 petrol engine chainsaw by McCulloch type Mac 7-40
2004.V - 1 x 20L drum of transmission fluid by Texaco type
Textran AS
2005.V - 1 x 20L drum of transmission fluid by Elf type Tranself
B80W/90
2006.V - A quantity of various items including a clothes drying
creel, lights, a slide projector, saddle racks etc. Contents of
two shelves
2007.V - 1 full box and 1 part box containing Klima underfloor
heating cable 1000w
2008.V - 1 Ryobi cordless drill with 2 batteries / 1 charger, a
Boschman twin cordless drill set with 2 batteries / 1 charger
& a quantity of protective gloves. Contents of one shelf
2009.M - A quantity of various items including a saw horse, a
circular saw by Silverline, an electric chain saw by Black &
Decker, a garden blower etc. Contents of two shelves
2010.M - A quantity of various items including vintage garden
tools, an old scythe, a wooden plane, 2 spray guns etc.
Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
2011.M - 1 Titan router, 1 Elu cordless drill with 2 batteries / 1
charger, 1 Bosch reciprocating saw & a bolt to bench lathe
accessory set. Contents of two shelves
2012.M - 1 Hitachi drill & 1 Axminster biscuit jointer - both 240v
2013.V - A quantity of centrifuge tube storage boxes & RNase
Zap wipes. Contents of one shelf
2014.V - 1 replacement hydraulic pump - no make visible
2015.V - 1 replacement hydraulic pump - no make visible
2016.V - A quantity of precision tubing and 2 electrical switches /
fuse units. Contents of one shelf
2017.V - 3 black plastic carry cases
2018.V - 1 ex MOD flight case - light gray plastic
2019.V - 1 ex MOD flight case - green metal
2020.V - 1 ex MOD flight case - green metal
2021.V - 2 plastic wheeled skates
2022.M - A quantity of various items including an alternator,
vehicle lights, mirrors, filters, a motorcycle top box etc.
Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
2023.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
recessed downlights, tubes of silicone, adhesive etc
2024.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
tool boxes, various tools & a Clarke Ranger 35 compressor
2025.V - 2 coils of unused ex MOD hose by Hiflex
2026.V - 2 coils of unused ex MOD hose by Hiflex
2027.V - 2 coils of unused ex MOD hose by Hiflex
2028.V - 6 heavy duty metal stands
2029.V - 1 set of heavy duty ex-MoD wire lifting brothers with 3
lifting rings, 4 wire legs and thimble ends, approx 7m long
and original lift capacity when new was 24 tons but NOT
supplied with current test certificate
2030.M - A quantity of kindling type wood (approx 16 nets) contents of 1 metal stillage which is not included
2031.M - A quantity of kindling type wood (approx 16 nets) contents of 1 metal stillage which is not included
2032.M - 4 tyres by Prestivo size 225/55R16
2033.M - 1 petrol engine vertical compacting plate by Wacker
2034.V - One pallet containing a large quantity of clear tile primer
2035.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of roofing felt and DPC
2036.V - 1 large 5 head moulder by SCM, model P. 230,
machine number AA. 70283. No other details visible,
please see photographs
2037.V - 1 ride on lawn mower by Hayter type Heritage H19/40
with a Briggs and Stratton 19hp petrol engine - requires
deck belts
2038.V - A quantity of electrical distribution plug boards (15 plug)
by Rittal type BS5733 - front stack on pallet
2039.V - A quantity of electrical distribution plug boards (15 plug)
by Rittal type BS5733 - rear stack on pallet

£270-£350
£40-£70
£30-£50
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£70-£140

£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£5-£10
£10-£20
£350-£700
£200-£300
£20-£40
£20-£40

2040.M - 1 invented hot water cylinder by OSO type Indirect
20RI and 1 oil fired boiler by Grant type Multipass 110/140
2041.M - 1 length of armoured cable
2042.M - 3 vehicle seats
2043.M - 1 Mini hoist by Autochair, 1 hoist by Brig-ayd Controls
& 3 wheel assemblies
2044.M - 1 vehicle mounted wheelchair access ramp by
Portaramp type 2.5CLV
2045.M - 1 vehicle mounted wheelchair access ramp by Ricon
type K2003X11300710E
2046.M - 1 hoist by Car Chair and 1 tipping seat attached to
frame
2047.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various extension
leads, part tools of cable etc - plastic crates are included
2048.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
a Watermill shower pump, a Salamander shower pump,
taps, lights etc - plastic crates are included
2049.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various hand tools etc plastic crates are included
2050.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
a pre-assembled concealed cistern, a toilet seat, a ceramic
basin etc
2051.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various hand tools,
including spades, screed bars, a trolley jack etc
2052.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including
a tarpaulin, several site lights, a roll of protective film etc
2053.M - 1 folding engine crane by Sealey type Powerhoist
PH20 capacity approx 2 ton
2054.M - 1 trolley jack by Clarke Strong Arm capacity approx
2.25 ton
2055.M - 1 garden waste shredder by Al-ko type H1600DS, 240v
2056.M - 1 fly press with stand and overarm (no weights) by
Norton type No. 4T
2057.V - 1 large unused roof top motorised fan assembly with
built in protective cover
2058.V - 1 large unused roof top motorised fan assembly with
built in protective cover
2059.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various filters
2060.M - 1 pallet containing a length of armoured cable (belived
to be approx 15m), a galvanised lintel, 1 draw bar, 3 trailer
wheels & 6 metal trailer mud guards
2061.V - 1 aluminium podium step working platform by Lythe & 1
small hop up platform
2062.M - 1 telescopic multi function aluminium ladder, 2 rolls of
polypropylene strapping, a quantity of metal crimps & 1
ammunition box
2063.M - 1 Makita tool stand, 1 Makita roller stand & 2 Faithful
folding trestles
2064.M - 3 various type aluminium step ladders & 2 aluminium
hop up platforms
2065.V - 1 steel drum moving dolly type SD55 capacity approx
410kg
2066.V - 2 small blue metal stacking cages / stillages
2067.V - 2 small blue metal stacking cages / stillages
2068.V - 2 small blue metal stacking cages / stillages
2069.V - 2 small blue metal stacking cages / stillages
2070.V - 2 small blue metal stacking cages / stillages
2071.V - 2 gas bottle trolleys (1 has a bent bottle support)
2072.V - A 3 position sack truck trolley by Manutan
2073.V - A 3 position sack truck trolley by Manutan
2074.V - A 3 position sack truck trolley by Manutan
2075.V - 1 hand operated mini stacker by Manutan capacity
approx 120kg
2076.V - 1 petrol engine strimmer by Challenge Xtreme, 1 water
butt & 1 lawn mower by Flymo type Hover Vac 280, 240v
2077.M - 1 sack truck
2078.M - 2 bin bag frames
2079.V - 1 drum containing a length of heavy duty armoured
cable
2080.M - 1 garden waste shredder by McCulloch, 1 lawn mower
by Flymo & 1 pressure washer by Halfords
2081.V - 15 various colour plastic stacking crates
2082.M - 1 x large drum of Shell Epikote 828

£50-£80
£15-£30
£20-£40
£40-£70
£100-£200
£150-£250
£40-£70
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£70-£110
£30-£50
£15-£30
£70-£110
£50-£100
£50-£100
£10-£20
£20-£40
£50-£90
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£60-£100
£20-£40
£10-£20
£5-£10
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£10-£20
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2083.M - 1 x large drum of Shell Epikote 828
2084.V - Blank
2085.V - Blank
2086.M - 1 petrol engine strimmer by Stihl type FS74
2087.M - 1 internal door approx 198cm x 84cm
2088.M - 1 up and over garage door with 2 motorised opening
units by Wessex Lift Box type GBH. Stillage is not included
2089.M - 4 clamps by Wurth type Maxifix Super Spanner - each
approx 1.6m long
2090.M - 3 clamps by Wurth type Maxifix Super Spanner - each
approx 1.6m long
2091.V - 1 bag containing 10 x ex-MoD hammer in wire anchor
strops
2092.V - 1 bag containing 10 x ex-MoD hammer in wire anchor
strops
2093.V - 1 bag containing 10 x ex-MoD hammer in wire anchor
strops
2094.M - 1 multi section aluminium ladder, 2 aluminium step
ladders (both 3 way) & 1 small platform by Beldray type
Jobezer
2095.V - 1 green metal sheet material trolley by Portington max
load 400kg
2096.V - 1 green metal sheet material trolley by Portington max
load 400kg
2097.M - 100 expanded polystyrene insulation batts with
overlapping silver bubble insulation on one side - each batt
approx 1200mm x 450mm
2098.M - 100 expanded polystyrene insulation batts with
overlapping silver bubble insulation on one side - each batt
approx 1200mm x 450mm
2099.M - 100 expanded polystyrene insulation batts with
overlapping silver bubble insulation on one side - each batt
approx 1200mm x 450mm
2100.M - 100 expanded polystyrene insulation batts with
overlapping silver bubble insulation on one side - each batt
approx 1200mm x 450mm
2101.M - 80 expanded polystyrene insulation batts with
overlapping silver bubble insulation on one side - each batt
approx 1200mm x 450mm
2102.M - 60 expanded polystyrene insulation batts with
overlapping silver bubble insulation on one side - each batt
approx 1200mm x 450mm
2103.V - 4 retail display boards containing a quantity of various
domestic lights
2104.M - A Lister 3 cylinder diesel 32.25 hp, 25 kva Generator.
3ph, manual start, YOM 1973 supplied with a crank handle
and a cylindrical fuel tank. 1 skid mounted
2105.V - Blank
2106.V - Blank
2107.M - 1 pallet containing 10 plywood sheets mainly at 2.4m x
1.2m approx 18mm thick
2108.M - 1 unused oak 6 panel door by Vicaima approx 1890mm
x 838mm & 2 white internal doors both approx 1982mm x
838mm
2109.M - 8 sheets of Celotex insulation - each sheet approx
2.4m x 1.2m x 150mm thick
2110.M - 7 sheets of expanded polystyrene underscreed
insulation - each sheet approx 2.4m x 1.2m x 230mm
2111.M - 6 sheets of expanded polystyrene underscreed
insulation - each sheet approx 2.4m x 1.2m x 230mm
2112.M - 1 pack containing 12 sheets of expanded polystyrene
insulation each approx 2.4m x 1.2m x 25mm & 6 Celotex
type insulation batts each approx 1200mm x 450mm x
50mm
2113.M - 10 sheets of Celotex insulation - each sheet approx
2.4m x 1.2m x 120mm thick
2114.M - 8 sheets of Celotex insulation - each sheet approx
2.4m x 1.2m x 120mm thick
2115.M - 10 sheets of Celotex insulation - each sheet approx
2.4m x 1.2m x 100mm thick
2116.M - 10 sheets of Celotex insulation - each sheet approx
2.4m x 1.2m x 100mm thick

£10-£20
£20-£40
£5-£10
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£50-£80
£50-£80
£200-£300
£200-£300
£200-£300
£200-£300
£160-£240
£120-£200
£20-£40
£300-£600

£60-£120
£15-£30
£240-£300
£100-£160
£90-£150
£20-£40

£250-£320
£200-£260
£200-£280
£200-£280

2117.M - 10 sheets of Celotex insulation - each sheet approx
2.4m x 1.2m x 100mm thick
2118.M - 10 sheets of Celotex insulation - each sheet approx
2.4m x 1.2m x 100mm thick
2119.M - 18 sheets of expanded polystyrene underscreed
insulation all at 2.4m x 1.2m - mainly 130mm thick but
several are 150mm and 70mm thick
2120.M - 44 lengths of pine tongue / groove floor boards each
approx 3m long, 100mm wide
2121.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various sheet material
including tongue / groove chipboard sheets, 10 full sheets
of ply board etc
2122.V - Blank
2123.V - Blank
2124.V - 4 stacking wire mesh display / stores baskets - 2 of one
width and 2 of another width so will stack in pairs but not as
a stack of four
2125.M - 1 battery charger / jump starter by Sealey type
Superstart 520/1 - please note that one wheel requires
attention
2126.M - 1 circular saw with stand by Titan 240v & a quantity of
various offcut wood including hardwood
2127.M - 1 small compressor by Workzone 240v with a length of
air hose and a tyre inflator
2128.M - 1 garden waste shredder by Titan 240v
2129.M - 1 metal cut off saw by Evolution type EVO380 Raptor,
240v
2130.M - 1 wheeled flight case with lift up lid approx 1.25m wide,
64cm deep and 79cm high including the wheels
2131.V - 2 warehouse trolleys
2132.M - 1 Liberator E-band MWU test fixture by Fast Back
2133.M - 1 Liberator E-band MWU test fixture by Fast Back
2134.V - 1 pallet containing 3 long lengths of armoured cable (2
are believed to be approx 100m long) and a qty of 32 amp
extension leads
2135.M - 1 pallet containing 5 large slabs of wood including
hardwood
2136.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various slabs of wood
(mostly hardwood)
2137.V - 1 wheeled super market type cage
2138.V - 1 metal wheel barrow
2139.M - A quantity of various items including hand tools, 4
buckets, casements stays, hinges, extension leads etc
2140.V - 2 Ryobi ball stands
2141.V - 5 Contractor shovels
2142.V - 1 winch by Superwinch type LT 2000 ATV
2143.V - 1 box containing a quantity of approx 100 pairs of
protective gloves
2144.V - 1 space heater by Master type B70CEB
2145.V - 8 various air tools including a drill, 2 polishers, 2
grinders, a wrench etc
2146.M - 1 benchtop thicknesser by Axminster type CT-330, 13
inch, 240v with manual & spare blades
2147.M - A drill bit sharpener by Drill Doctor, a double ended
bench grinder by Cruesen & 1 Makita cordless drill with 1
battery but NO Charger
2148.V - 1 large bench vice & 1 smaller swivelling bench vice
2149.V - 1 wood workers bench vice
2150.V - 1 box containing 3 pneumatic sanders
2151.V - 1 box containing 3 pneumatic nail guns
2152.V - 1 box containing 2 pneumatic nail guns
2153.V - A 21 piece socket set in plastic case 19-50mm
2154.V - 1 cargo net
2155.V - 1 box containing spanners & 1 box containing files
2156.V - 1 box containing a quantity of various fixings, panel pins
etc
2157.V - 1 box containing a quantity of various wood screws
2158.V - 1 router by Bosch type GOF 1700 ACE, 240v
2159.M - 1 random orbit sander by Black & Decker and 1 circular
saw attachment

£200-£280
£200-£280
£250-£320
£30-£50
£50-£100

£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£100-£200
£50-£100
£50-£100
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£40-£70
£20-£40
£50-£80
£40-£70
£60-£100
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
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2160.M - 1 petrol engine single sided hedge trimmer by
Axminster, 1 Briggs & Stratton petrol engine from lawn
mower or similar & a quantity of white plastic posts with no
bases
2161.V - 1 box containing a quantity of various wood screws
2162.V - 1 box containing a quantity of various wall fixings
2163.V - 1 box containing a quantity of various brass wood
screws
2164.V - 1 box containing a quantity of various Hafele
woodscrews
2165.V - 1 box containing a quantity of various Hafele
woodscrews
2166.M - 1 benchtop ultrasonic cleaner by Pioneer type HU134,
240v
2167.M - 1 benchtop ultrasonic cleaner by Genesis type
GS9120TH, 240v
2168.M - 1 harness by BH Sala type Multi purpose Super
harness & a small quantity of safety lines etc
2169.M - 1 electric clutch motor by Jones Sewing Machines type
121L MKII, 240v
2170.M - 1 hand operated Tirfor winch type Elf 1501
2171.M - 1 number / letter stamping machine by Canyon
2172.M - A quantity of pop rivets & 2 wheel chair wheels
2173.M - 1 hand operated mitre saw, 1 cordless screwdriver & 1
bench grinder by Performance Power
2174.V - 1 chemical Spill treatment kit by BDH & 1 box
containing bolts / washers
2175.M - 1 fume extractor by Plymovent, 240v
2176.M - A quantity of various tools including a paddle mixer, an
Earlex Spray Station 5500, several spray guns, a sander, a
drill etc
2177.M - 3 Makita battery chargers, 1 rechargeable jump start
pack / compressor and a Rolson mini 12v compressor
2178.M - 3 MacAllister power tools (2 drills & 1 reciprocating saw
- all 240v ) & 2 boxes of filter bags
2179.M - 1 large wooden box with lift up lid containing a quantity
of various tools (mainly wood working)
2180.M - 1 telescopic ladder & a Titan roofing kit
2181.M - A quantity of various power & other tools including a
circular saw, 2 sanders, a power plane, a laser level,
sockets, drill bits etc. Contents of one wide shelf
2182.M - A quantity of various items including coveralls, ear
defenders, rope, a DeWalt tripod type DE0735 etc
2183.M - 1 box containing a quantity of various items including
lights, switches, socket fronts, TV sockets etc
2184.M - 1 cordless screw gun by Senco type Duraspin DS27518v with 2 batteries, 1 charger & a quantity of collated
screws
2185.V - 1 sliding mitre saw by DeWalt type DWS780, 305mm,
110v (SP013388)
2186.V - 1 benchtop pillar drill type Hobby series AHDP16B,
240v (SP014117)
2187.V - 1 benchtop bandsaw type Craft AC1400B, 240v
(SP013963)
2188.V - 1 benchtop bandsaw type Craft AC1400B, 240v
(SP013953)
2189.V - 1 small compressor type Craft FA-2024, 240v
(SP013951)
2190.V - 1 heavy duty sash cramp type Trade series 1 ton,
1800mm long (SP013887)
2191.V - 1 bench grinder stand only no bench grinder is included
(SP014120)
2192.V - 1 power hack saw stand - no power hacksaw is
included (SP013694)
2193.V - 1 folding circular saw bench with wheels type Hobby
series BTS 10ST, 254mm / 10 inch, 240v (SP014029)
2194.V - 1 site circular saw by Jet type JTS-315, 315mm, 110v
with right hand side extension table (SP013903 &
SP013904)
2195.V - A shear, press brake and slip roll combination machine
type 3-in-1 / 760 (30 inch) (SP013928)

£15-£30

£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£10-£20
£40-£70
£250-£350
£60-£100
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£30-£50
£15-£30
£15-£30
£70-£110
£150-£250
£200-£300

2196.V - 1 wood turning lathe by Harrison type Union Graduate, £100-£200
850mm bed, 3ph - no tooling included. Ex-school and fitted
with safety switches on opening covers (SP014166)
2197.V - 1 large sliding table attachment by MG Automation
£20-£40
(Pallet 59)
2198.V - 1 spindle moulder by Wadkin Bursgreen type BEL
£1200-£1800
85362, 3ph fitted with a 110mm cutting block and an SCM
power feed type Feed 44 (2017), 3ph
2199.V - 1 circular saw bench by Sedgwick, 3ph fitted with right £600-£800
hand extension table / fence. 150mm cut.
2200.V - 2 pallets containing bags of Fermacell dry floor levelling £50-£100
compound and 1 pallet containing a quantity of various
items including Fermacell boards, Fermacell floor glue,
MS55 adhesive etc
2201.V - 1 chrome flat towel radiator by Flomasta & 1 radiator by £20-£40
Stelrad type K2 600mm x 1200mm
2202.V - A quantity of various items including 2 Acrow type
£20-£40
props, amber beacons, galvanised mesh, pipe etc.
Contents of one metal stillage which is not included
2203.V - 1 box containing blue exhibition boards & a quantity of
£20-£40
various graphics hangers
2204.V - 1 single bag dust extractor by Axminster, 240v
£60-£90
£30-£50
2205.V - A quantity of various colour plastic roofing slates by
Classic Slate including grey, terracotta, chestnut etc contents of 2 wheeled cages neither of which are included
2206.V - 1 petrol engine compacting plate by LTS UK type C-60 £80-£120
2207.V - 2 free standing adjustable height roller stands by
£30-£50
Draper
2208.V - A three bag dust extractor by Wood Waste Control, 3ph £150-£250
2209.V - 3 adjustable height roller stands
£30-£50
2210.V - 1 pop up gazebo type shelter by Gala Tent - requires
£10-£20
repair as it has several broken aluminium spars
2211.V - 1 set of wheeled warehouse steps - 3 tread
£15-£30
2212.V - 1 pressure washer by Bosch type Aquatak 110, 240v
£15-£30
2213.V - 1 push along floor sander by Kunzle & Tamsin (KT)
£200-£300
type KHLR 01, 240v
2214.M - 1 commercial dehumidifier by Woods, 240v
£25-£50
2215.M - 1 bandsaw with stand by Kity type 613, 240v
£50-£80
2216.M - 1 single bag dust extractor by Axminster type AWEDE
£30-£50
2, 240v
2217.M - 1 router table with stand by Performance Power fitted
£50-£100
with a Trend TT/R127 T-Tech router 240v and supplied
with a quantity of various accessories including router
cutting bits
2218.M - 2 metal cabinets & 1 wooden drawer unit containing
£20-£40
various items including screws, drill bits, bolts etc
2219.M - 1 pillar drill by Draper type D16/16F, 240v
£50-£80
2220.M - 1 metal turning lathe by SHS with stand, 240v belt
£200-£250
drive, Imperial, supplied with a quantity of various tooling
including 3 x 3 jaw chucks, 2 x 4 jaw chucks, steadies etc
2221.M - 1 wood turning lathe with stand by Record Power,
£200-£250
240v, variable speed (by drive wheel / belt change)
supplied with a quantity of various tooling including a
Record RP 3000 power chuck with accessories
2222.M - 1 wooden chisel to rage cabinet and a quantity of
£150-£250
approx 45 wood turning chisels by Diamic, Tormek,
Roberts Sorby etc
2223.M - 1 thickness planer with stand by SIP type 01344, 240v, £70-£120
10 inch planer / 6 inch thicknesser
2224.M - 1 vacuum cleaner by Numatic type NVQ900, 110v £15-£30
supplied with hose
2225.M - 1 vacuum cleaner by Nilfisk Alto type ATTIX 550-2M,
£15-£30
110v - NO hose
2226.V - 2 light fittings & a quantity of flexible conduit. Contents
£10-£20
of one shelf
2227.V - 8 x single eye triple weave wire rope assemblies
£10-£20
2228.V - 1 tow bar by Whitter type VW48A (requires ball or
£10-£20
similar hitch)
2229.M - 1 large vintage cast iron kettle & 1 vintage hanging
£10-£20
scale by Salter
2230.M - 1 engineers vintage wooden 7 drawer tool cabinet
£30-£50
containing various engineers precision tools
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2231.V - A quantity of various items including Wakol parquet
£15-£30
adhesive, line marking paint, adhesive spreaders, filters
etc. Contents of one shelf
2232.M - 2 vintage wooden carpenters cases containing a
£40-£70
quantity of various vintage woodworking tools
2233.M - 1 Axminster dove tail jig
£15-£30
2234.M - 5 various metal body planes by Stanley etc & 1 box
£20-£40
containing various items including 2 wooden body planes,
blades etc
2235.M - 2 hand operated mitre saws, 1 tile cutter and 1
£15-£30
Jointmaster sawing jig. Contents of one shelf
2236.M - 2 adjustable roller stands by Record and a quantity of
£20-£40
various clamps including G clamps, long clamps etc.
Contents of one shelf
2237.M - 1 angle grinder, 1 drill sharpener, 1 power plane, 1
£20-£40
Axminster cordless drill with 2 batteries / 1 charger & 1
Axminster circular saw. Contents of one shelf
2238.M - 1 benchtop belt / disk sander by Perform & 1 belt
£20-£40
sander by Skil - both 240v
£15-£30
2239.M - A quantity of various items including hand tools,
scissors, shears, pliers etc. Contents of 1 bay / two shelves
2240.M - 7 various sash type cramps. Contents of one shelf
£20-£40
2241.M - A quantity of various items including a Bosch router
£20-£40
type POF 1100 AE, 240v, a Power base router, router bits,
2 drills etc. Contents of one shelf
2242.M - A quantity of various items including saws, spanners, a £15-£30
pry bar etc. Contents of one shelf
2243.M - 1 welder by Top Weld type 140, 240v with a mask,
£20-£40
leads and various rods
2244.M - 1 petrol engine chainsaw by Stihl type MS181C
£70-£110
2245.M - 1 large bench vice, 1 smaller bench vice, 1 motor 240v £20-£40
and 1 small vintage belt driven circular saw bench, pulleys
etc. Contents of one shelf
2246.M - A quantity of various items including vintage tools
£15-£30
including a cobblers last, wooden handles files etc.
Contents of one shelf
2247.M - 1 benchtop chisel morticer by Perform type CCM, 240v £40-£70
with 4 various morticing chisels
2248.M - 6 various micrometers, 1 digital caliper, 1 depth
£20-£40
micrometer, 1 dial gauge & 1 magnetic stand. Contents of
one shelf
2249.M - 1 roll of code 4 lead flashing, 37kg, 300mm x 6m
£20-£40
2250.V - Blank
2251.M - 1 benchtop grinder / sharpener by Tormek type
£20-£40
Supergrind, 240v with a quantity of various accessories
including spare grinding wheels etc. Contents of one shelf
2252.M - 1 small petrol engine generator by Wolf Power type
£20-£40
1200
2253.M - A quantity of various items including a Record Power
£20-£40
Forstner bit set, an Elektro tacker, a wood threading kit, a
digital multimeter, a drum sanding kit etc. Contents of one
shelf
2254.M - 1 benchtop spindle moulder by Woodstar type BS52,
£40-£70
240v
2255.V - 2 metal display / storage stands for clamps - boxed and £10-£20
unused (SP210169)
2256.V - 2 metal display / storage stands for clamps - boxed and £10-£20
unused (SP210169)
2257.V - 2 metal display / storage stands for clamps - boxed and £10-£20
unused (SP210169)
2258.V - 2 metal display / storage stands for clamps - boxed and £10-£20
unused (SP210169)
2259.V - 2 metal display / storage stands for clamps - boxed and £10-£20
unused (SP210169)
2260.V - 1 warehouse strapping kit comprising of a roll of
£20-£40
polyprop strapping, 1 tension tool, 1 crimping tool & a
quantity of metal crimps
2261.V - 1 breaker drill by Titan 110v & 1 site digital radio by
£20-£40
Erbauer (requires Erbauer tool battery and NO battery is
included)

2262.V - A quantity of various items including 2 DeWalt XR
£20-£40
impact drivers with NO batteries or chargers, 1 unrelated
DeWalt charger with 1 battery, 2 glass lifting suction
clamps, nails, caulk etc. Contents of one shelf
2263.V - 1 work top jig
£20-£40
£15-£30
2264.M - 3 tubs of Wurth Sabesto hand cleaner with an
interchangeable dispensing nozzle (1 x 4L tub is sealed the
other two are part used) , a box of Tacwise strip nails and a
quantity of hinges. Contents of one shelf
2265.M - 1 vintage ex-MoD green canvas bivouac tent with 2
£15-£30
wooden poles
2266.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
£30-£40
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
2267.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
£30-£40
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
2268.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
£30-£40
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
2269.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
£30-£40
supports by Rock Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no
wood is included
2270.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
£30-£40
supports by Rock Solid Type RT75S 75 cm high and no
wood is included
2271.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
£30-£40
supports by Rock Solid Type RT75S 75 cm high and no
wood is included
2272.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
£30-£40
supports by Rock Solid Type RT75S 75 cm high and no
wood is included
2273.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle
£30-£40
supports by Rock Solid Type RT75S 75 cm high and no
wood is included
2274.V - Blank
2275.V - 4 lengths of wood at approx 145mm x 45mm x 4.8m, 6 £80-£150
lengths of wood at approx 90mmx 100mm x 4.8m and 3
shorter lengths
2276.M - 1 goods lift by Stannah type Micro Lift, 1000kg
£650-£800
capacity, 240v motor - has been disassembled and is now
on pallets ready for buyer to take away. New cost of this lift
today is in region of £6,000.
2277.V - 1 battery powered tri wheel forklift by Mitsubishi
£1500-£2000
Caterpillar type FB20KT, YOM 2001, 2000kg capacity,
4300mm lift height, low mast, side shift, digital meter reads
6518 hours and supplied with a mains battery charger (blue
industrial plug)
2278.V – Lots 2278 to 2280 are blank
2281.V - 1 Brian James 3.5 ton twin axle tilting car trailer.
£1200-£1400
2282.V - 1 tow behind yard sweeper by Stiga, 42inch
£30-£50
2283.V - 1 light blue metal shipping container, YOM 2007,
£800-£1000
approx 6.05m (20ft) x 2.42m
2284.V - 1 dark blue metal shipping container, approx 6.05m
£800-£1000
(20ft) x 2.42m
£400-£500
2285.V - Suzuki Carry panel van. Reg. WG04 APV, 1st reg
24/05/2004, 1298cc Petrol manual. White, MoT expired
31st May 2019. Mileage : 108000' Insolvency 10% BP.
2286.V - Toyota Proace 1200 L1H1 HDi panel van. Reg GY13 £2000-£2300
DGZ , 13/05/2013. 1560cc Diesel manual. MoT to
25/09/2019, Mileage : 123,000' Insolvency. 10% BP
2287.V - Mercedes Sprinter 310 CDi LWB Hi roof panel van, Reg £1800-£2000
YF11 YBV, 17/07/2011, 2143cc Manual Diesel. MoT to
29/07/2019. 178,000' Insolvency. 10%BP
2288.V - Ford Transit 350 LWB Panel Van, White, Reg. HX04 £1000-£1200
SVN 06/05/2004, 2402cc Diesel, mileage 64,600', MoT
11/05/2020. 1 owner only. 10% BP
2289.V - Transit Connect L230 D, panel Van, white. reg HX04
£200-£300
SPV, 21/04/2004, 1753cc Diesel, MoT Expired 24/04/2019,
Mileage: 142,368', one owner.. 10%BP
2290.Z - BMW 523i SE Auto 4 Dr Saloon, Reg W731 OCB
£250-£350
30/03/2000, Mileage 183,000, MoT 16/10/2019, 10% BP.
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Day 2 Rostrom 2 Commencing at 10:00am in
Hangar 2, Bathroom & Kitcheb fittings, lighting,
Contents of Picture framing Company
3001.V - A wooden two section 6 drawer plan press overall size £90-£140
approx 1.5m wide, 92cm deep & 86cm high
3002.V - A wooden two section 6 drawer plan press overall size £50-£80
approx 1.15m wide, 85cm deep & 89cm high - bottom
section also has a top fitted
3003.V - A grey single section 5 drawer plan press size approx
£50-£80
1.46m wide, 88cm deep & 41cm high also supplied with a
grey stand bringing overall height to 92cm
3004.V - A grey two section 10 drawer plan press overall size
£60-£100
approx 1.47m wide, 89cm deep & 91cm high
3005.V - 1 vertical fine dust extractor by Polytex / J B Thorne
£200-£300
type K55 1.1kw Mark 1, 3ph
3006.V - 1 double blade mitre saw by Omga type V235, YOM £1400-£2000
2000, 3ph supplied with 2 blades fitted and 2 recently
sharpened spare 14 inch blades
3007.V - 1 radial arm cross cut saw with stand by DeWalt type
£100-£150
DW110 Powershop, 240v - currently set for bevel / mitre
cutting
3008.V - 1 set of blue painted pallet trucks
£50-£80
3009.V - 1 grey plastic three tier trolley and 1 small step ladder
£20-£40
3010.V - 1 circular saw bench with sliding bed by Wadkin
£500-£800
Bursgreen , no model visible, 3ph - used for cutting large
MDF board etc
3011.V - 1 hand pushed battery operated stacker by Robur type £800-£1100
B3510, YOM 2009, lift capacity 1000kg, lift height 3500mm,
weight stacker 520kg, 12v battery with built in 240v main
plug charger
3012.V - 1 horizontal air reveiver tank with twin air outlet
£20-£40
3013.V - 1 foot operated mitre cutter by Morso model F Metric
£400-£700
fitted with 2 adjustable rebate supports and acrylic finger
guards and supplied with 3 pairs of blades (1 pair fitted & 2
pairs in postal boxes)
3014.V - 1 space heater by BM2 Arcotherm type GP45, gas /
£30-£50
240v
3015.V - 1 band saw by Startrite type 18-S-1, 3ph
£300-£400
3016.V - 1 air operated V nail under pinner by Cassese type
£300-£500
CS299M, YOM 2005 with foot pedal and a large quantity of
various size genuine Cassese V Nails
3017.V - A quantity of various picture frames (no glass).
£20-£40
Contents of one metal stillage which is not included
3018.V - A quantity of various size cast Acrylic sheet offcuts by
£20-£40
Acrycast. Contents of one metal stillage which is not
included
3019.V - A quantity of various picture frames (no glass) including £30-£50
several ornate examples. Contents of one metal stillage
which is not included
3020.V - A quantity of various picture frames (no glass) including £30-£50
several ornate examples. Contents of one metal stillage
which is not included
3021.V - A large quantity of various prints. Not practical to list in £20-£40
any more detail so please come and view or see
photographs online. Contents of 1 bay / 3 shelves
3022.V - A quantity of various large sheet materials including
£20-£40
mount board and foam board together with 1 vintage mount
cutter. Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
3023.V - A large quantity of various prints. Not practical to list in £20-£40
any more detail so please come and view or see
photographs online. Contents of 1 bay / 3 shelves
3024.V - A large quantity of various prints and several books. Not £20-£40
practical to list in any more detail so please come and view
or see photographs online. Contents of 1 bay / 3 shelves
3025.V - A quantity of various material including fabrics, paper
£20-£40
etc together with 1 black plastic transit tube. Contents of
one shelf
3026.V - A large quantity of various prints. Not practical to list in £20-£40
any more detail so please come and view or see
photographs online. Contents of 2 shelves
3027.V - A quantity of various frame fillet / slips. Contents of top £20-£40
two shelves

3028.V - A quantity of various frame fillet / slips. Contents of
bottom two shelves including the shorter lengths
3029.V - A quantity of various mount board. Contents of top shelf
3030.V - A quantity of various mount board. Contents of middle
shelf
3031.V - A quantity of various mount board. Contents of bottom
shelf
3032.V - 1 full box containg 18 x 3m lengths (54m) of a good
quality Italian frame moulding by Spett Simons type
00K/8025
3033.V - 1 full box containg 18 x 3m lengths (54m) of a good
quality Italian frame moulding by Spett Simons type
00K/8025
3034.V - 1 full box containg 18 x 3m lengths (54m) of a good
quality Italian frame moulding by Spett Simons type
00K/8025
3035.V - 4 full boxes of Arqadia frame mouldings and 2 part full
boxes of frame mouldings including Emafyl
3036.V - 1 pallet containing a bench end guillotine by Lion (NO
bench included). Please note that the blade is very sharp
and extreme caution must be used if moving this item after
purchase.
3037.M - 100 preprinted self colour canvases 14 inches x 18
inches Van Gogh Street Cafe Scene, hard tulip wood
stretcher strips shrink wrapped.
3038.M - 100 preprinted self colour canvases 14 inches x 18
inches Van Gogh Street Cafe Scene, hard tulip wood
stretcher strips shrink wrapped.
3039.M - 80 preprinted self colour canvases 14 inches x 18
inches Van Gogh Street Cafe Scene, hard tulip wood
stretcher strips shrink wrapped.
3040.M - 80 preprinted self colour canvases 14 inches x 18
inches Van Gogh Street Cafe Scene, hard tulip wood
stretcher strips shrink wrapped.
3041.V - A quantity of various framed prints etc. Not practical to
list in any more detail so please come and view or see
photographs online. Contents of one wheeled cage which
is not included.
3042.V - A quantity of various framed prints etc. Not practical to
list in any more detail so please come and view or see
photographs online. Contents of one wheeled cage which
is not included.
3043.V - A quantity of various framed prints etc. Not practical to
list in any more detail so please come and view or see
photographs online. Contents of one wheeled cage which
is not included.
3044.V - A quantity of various framed prints etc. Not practical to
list in any more detail so please come and view or see
photographs online. Contents of one metal stillage which is
not included.
3045.V - A quantity of various framed prints etc. Not practical to
list in any more detail so please come and view or see
photographs online. Contents of one metal stillage which is
not included.
3046.V - A quantity of various picture frames (no glass) including
several ornate examples. Contents of one metal stillage
which is not included
3047.V - A quantity of various picture frames (no glass) including
several ornate examples. Contents of one metal stillage
which is not included
3048.V - 1 pallet containing 23 various large frames (no glass)
3049.V - A quantity of various box prints, framed prints etc
including food themed. Contents of one plastic pallet / crate
which is not included
3050.V - 1 spray gun by Earlex type Super Sprayer 55, 1 airless
spray gun by Screwfix and 2 air line regulator / filter
assemblies
3051.V - 1 pneumatic rivet gun by FAR type RAC 83/95 with a
quantity of various rivets, plates etc
3052.V - 2 pneumatic staple guns by BeA
3053.V - A quantity of various staples. Contents of one shelf
3054.V - A quantity of various items including picture plates,
hangers, PVA etc. Contents of two shelves

£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£40-£70
£50-£100
£50-£100
£50-£100
£30-£50
£60-£120

£50-£80
£50-£80
£40-£70
£40-£70
£30-£50

£30-£50

£30-£50

£30-£50

£30-£50

£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£15-£30
£15-£30
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3055.V - 12 various air tools most of which are believed to
require attention. Contents of two shelves
3056.V - A quantity of various items including hand tools, an
extension lead, clamps etc. Contents of one bay /3 shelves
3057.V - A quantity of various items including a heat gun, a glue
gun, a sander, screws etc. Contents of one bay /3 shelves
3058.V - 1 box containing Breen Smartbags 132 x 160cm, 1 set
of Salter scales & 5 part rolls of shrink wrap. Contents of
two shelves
3059.V - 1 pneumatic flexitab gun by Fletcher type Fleximaster
with a quantity of flexible framers points (flexitabs)
3059A.M - 1 manual flexitab gun by Fletcher type Fleximaster (NO
flexitabs are included) & a set of precision screwdrivers
3060.V - 1 warehouse strapping kit comprising a roll of polyprop
strapping, 1 tension / crimping tool and a quantity of metal
crimps. Contents of one shelf
3061.V - A quantity of various rolls of tape and several Scotch
ATG 700 tape dispensers. Contents of three shelves
3062.V - 1 warehouse strapping kit comprising a roll of polyprop
strapping, 1 tension / crimping tool and a quantity of metal
crimps. Contents of one shelf
3063.V - A quantity of various conservation related items
including liquid soap, brass, irons, handles, brushes etc.
Contents of one bay / 4 shelves
3064.V - 1 bench mounted toggle press, 1 wooden stool & a
quantity of metal rulers. Contents of two shelves
3065.V - 1 small space heater by Munters type KID 15 ME, gas /
240v
3066.V - A photographic light set with 2 Minilite 200 lights, 1
tripod, 1 small fridge, 1 Zebra label printer type ZD500
Plus, 2 desk lamps & 1 Crown hi-fi system. Contents of one
bay / 3 shelves
3067.V - 1 bench top oval mount cutter by Number 1 and a
quantity of various oval frames (no glass). Contents of one
bay / 3 shelves
3068.V - A quantity of various small frames. Contents of one bay
/ 4 shelves
3069.V - A small notice board with 2 sliding doors and a quantity
of various small frames. Contents of one bay / 4 shelves
3070.M - 1 roll of digital arts ink jet linen back canvas by Russell
& Chapple 24 inch x 40ft
3071.M - 1 roll of digital arts ink jet linen back canvas by Russell
& Chapple 24 inch x 40ft
3072.M - 1 roll of ink jet photo textile banner fabric 36 inch /
914mm x 30m
3073.M - 1 roll of digital arts ink jet linen back canvas by Russell
& Chapple 36 inch x 40ft
3074.M - 2 rolls of Fredrix Archival ink jet canvas type 114444,
each roll approx 44 inch x 40ft
3075.M - A quantity of various cans of spray paint (40+) including
line paint, primer, metal finish etc. Contents of one shelf
3076.M - 17 x 1L bottles of sponge paint RRP £11.99 per bottle.
Contents of one shelf
3077.M - 2 rolls of ink jet photo textile banner fabric 36 inch /
914mm x 30m
3078.M - 2 rolls of ink jet photo textile banner fabric 36 inch /
914mm x 30m
3079.M - 2 rolls of ink jet photo textile banner fabric 36 inch /
914mm x 30m
3080.M - 2 rolls of digital arts ink jet linen back canvas by Russell
& Chapple, each roll is 36 inch x 40ft
3081.M - 2 rolls of digital arts ink jet linen back canvas by Russell
& Chapple, each roll is 36 inch x 40ft
3082.V - 1 wide powered trimmer by Rotatrim type PT1250 and 1
perspex drying type unit with built in fan (exact use
unknown)
3083.M - 1 large pop up photographic studio light tent, 3 Interfit
studio lights with tripods, 1 white light umbrella & 1 silver
light umbrella
3084.V - A large quantity of various picture frame mouldings. Not
practical to list in any more detail so please come and view
or see photographs online. Contents of one metal stillage
which is not included.

£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
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3085.V - A large quantity of various picture frame mouldings. Not £50-£100
practical to list in any more detail so please come and view
or see photographs online. Contents of one metal stillage
which is not included.
3086.V - A large quantity of various picture frame mouldings. Not £50-£100
practical to list in any more detail so please come and view
or see photographs online. Contents of one metal stillage
which is not included.
3087.V - A large quantity of various picture frame mouldings. Not £50-£100
practical to list in any more detail so please come and view
or see photographs online. Contents of one metal stillage
which is not included.
3088.V - A large quantity of various picture frame mouldings. Not £50-£100
practical to list in any more detail so please come and view
or see photographs online. Contents of one metal stillage
which is not included.
3089.V - A large quantity of various picture frame mouldings. Not £50-£100
practical to list in any more detail so please come and view
or see photographs online. Contents of one metal stillage
which is not included.
3090.V - A quantity of various sheet material including 2.45m x
£60-£120
1.22m sheets of MDF in varying thicknesses, i-Bond &
Acrycast. Contents of one large metal stillage which is not
included
3091.V - 2 large wooden storage boxes each approx 2.45m x
£20-£40
1.22m & 1.7m high
3092.V - 2 large wooden storage boxes each approx 2.45m x
£20-£40
1.22m & 1.7m high
3093.V - 1 large hydraulic press by Schubert with 8ft x 4ft (2.5m £1000-£1400
x 1.27m) electric heated platen, 3ph, fitted with a BTC
digital temperature meter. Capacity believed to be around
4000 lb sq inch
3094.V - 1 metal table with a clamp on dispensing frame and a £100-£200
quantity of various part rolls of product much of which can
be used with the press in the previous lot. Includes
Canvastex, dry mount film, cold pressure sensitive film,
conservation tissue, matt laminate etc
3095.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of cardboard protective
£50-£100
envelopes each approx 1m x 70cm
3096.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of cardboard protective
£50-£100
envelopes each approx 1m x 70cm
3097.V - 1 pallet containing a large quantity of flatpacked
£50-£100
cardboard picture boxes each approx 46inch x 38 inch x 4
1/4 inch
3098.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of cardboard protective
£40-£80
envelopes each approx 1m x 70cm
3099.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of cardboard sheets each £30-£50
approx 1.8m x 1m
3100.V - 1 pallet / crate containing a large quantity of various off £15-£30
cut wood suitable for firewood (includes some hardwood)
3101.M - 33 x chipboard sheets all approx 183 cm x 91.5cm x
£50-£100
18mm
3102.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of contract silver glazed
£40-£70
frames approx 61cm x 51cm all containing a furnishing
print (quantity is well over 50)
3103.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of contract silver glazed
£40-£70
frames approx 61cm x 51cm all containing a furnishing
print (quantity is well over 50)
3104.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of white faced cardboard
£30-£50
sheets each approx 1.2m x 80cm
3105.V - A quantity of various picture glass, mirror glass etc.
£20-£40
Contents of one metal stillage which is not included
3106.V - A quantity of various picture glass, mirror glass etc.
£20-£40
Contents of one metal stillage which is not included
3107.V - 1 metal double sided glass storage frame containing
£100-£200
various sheets of glass including standard float, mirror
glass, art glass etc all of which are included
3108.V – Lots 3108 to 3110 are blank
3111.M - 1 fibreglass pickup canopy with rear hinged window by £10-£20
Force 10 - suitable for Skoda / VW Caddy pick up
3112.V - 1 pallet containing 2 pieces of slate each approx
£360-£450
1500mm x 1500mm
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3113.V - 1 pallet containing 1 piece of slate approx 1500mm x
900mm
3114.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various size granite
tiles
3115.V - 1 pallet containing various pieces of polished stone
kitchen worktop including Cosentino Silestone
3116.V - 1 pallet containing 2 pieces of light coloured polished
stone kitchen worktop approx 89cm x 70cm & 1.33m x
77cm
3117.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 3m / 1.8m high
3118.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 2.98m
3119.V - 1 tropical hardwood turned heel gate width approx
3.68m
3120.V - 1 tropical hardwood turned heel gate width approx
3.68m
3121.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 3.68m
3122.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 3.32m
3123.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 2.76m
3124.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 4.31m
3125.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 4.27m
3126.V - 1 wooden turned heel gate width approx 3.60m
3127.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.06m
3128.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3m
3129.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 2.75m
3130.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.22m
3131.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.62m - weathered
3132.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.06m
3133.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.06m
3134.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.06m
3135.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.06m
3136.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.06m
3137.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.06m
3138.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 2.75m
3139.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 2.75m
3140.V - 2 wooden gates 1 x 2.45m wide & 1 x 1.83m with split
in top rail
3141.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 2.1m
3142.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 2m
3143.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 2m
3144.V - A pair of wooden gates each approx 1.53m wide
3145.V - 2 similar but not quite matching wooden gates each
approx 96cm wide
3146.V - 2 similar but not quite matching wooden gates 1 x 96cm
wide and 1 x 93cm wide
3147.V - 2 wooden gates each approx 91cm wide & 1 other gate
at approx 87cm wide
3148.V - 8 picket fence panels each approx 1.8m wide / 1.2m
high
3149.V - A quantity of various lengths of wood comprising
100mm x 45mm x 1.14m long, 195mm x 20mm x 1.18m
long and short feather edge
3150.V - 12 bow top wooden trellis panels each approx 1.8m
wide / 60cm high
3151.M - 4 x bamboo garden screens / panels
3152.M - 4 x bamboo garden screens / panels
3153.V - 1 pallet containing 10 various size slate slabs
3154.V - 1 pallet containing 9 slate slabs each approx 1200mm x
650mm
3155.V - 1 pallet containing 7 slate slabs each approx 1200mm x
650mm
3156.V - 1 pallet containing 5 slate slabs each approx 1500mm x
850mm
3157.V - 1 pallet containing 3 various size slate slabs
3158.V - 1 pallet containing various slate work tops & fire hearths
3159.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
3160.V - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
3161.M - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of various size
limestone floor tiles - contains approx 18-20 square metres
3162.V - 1 pallet containing 3 pieces of slate comprising 2 x
approx 1500mm x 900mm & 1 x approx 1800mm x 900mm
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3163.V - 1 pallet containing 16 pieces of slate, most at 1200mm
x 900mm and some at 1000mm x 1000mm - 1 has a
cracked corner
3164.V - 1 pallet containing 5 various size slate slabs
3165.V - 1 pallet containing 9 slate slabs each approx 800mm x
800mm
3166.V - 1 pallet containing 4 various size slate work tops
3167.V - 1 pallet containing 6 various size slate work tops
3168.V - 1 pallet containing 26 black granite tiles each approx
900mm x 600mm x 2cm thick
3169.V - 1 crate containing a quantity of approx 600 roof slates
each approx 9" X 18"
3170.V - 1 granite ball water garden water feature with pump
3171.V - 1 granite ball water garden water feature with pump
3172.V - A quantity of various timber including 145mm x 22mm
(6 x 1), 85mm x 35mm etc - lengths vary but most over 4m
3173.V - A quantity of timber mainly 145mm x 22mm (6x1) and
most at 4.8m long
3174.V - A quantity of timber mainly 70mm x 45mm and most at
4.2m long
3175.V - 2 packs of various wood including pine lengths at
approx 9.5cm x 2cm x 1.15m, 3 lengths of wood at 27. 5cm
x 7.5cm x 1.8m etc
3176.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.05m
3177.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 4.3m
3178.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.05m
3179.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3m
3180.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.96m
3181.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.96m
3182.M - 8 rolls of thick Reed garden screening
3183.M - 6 rolls of bark garden screening
3184.M - 6 rolls of bark garden screening
3185.M - 6 various rolls of bamboo garden screening
3186.M - 4 rolls of bamboo garden screening - red
3187.M - 4 rolls of bamboo garden screening - red
3188.M - 4 rolls of bamboo garden screening - red
3189.M - 4 rolls of bamboo garden screening - white
3190.V - Blank
3191.M - 2 unused external doors by IG Doors - 1 at approx
2.01m x 85cm & 1 approx 2.01m x 92cm
3192.M - 2 unused external doors by IG Doors - 1 at approx
2.01m x 85cm & 1 approx 2.01m x 92cm
3193.V - 9 internal white doors each approx 1982mm x 533mm
3194.V - 5 x internal white doors by Premdor approx 1981mm x
610mm
3195.V - 7 various doors
3196.V - 2 internal doors each approx 686mm x 1980mm & 3 x
FD30 fire doors by Premdor
3197.V - 6 x safe and sound solid wood primed internal doors by
Premdor approx 2040mm x 826mm RRP £71 each
3198.V - 3 matching internal FD30 fire doors by Premdor each
approx 838mm x 1982mm
3199.V - 5 white internal doors by Premdor at approx 1981mm x
838mm
3200.V - 4 x Mackintosh solid MDF glazed slab interior doors by
Jeld Wen - 2 at 1981mm x 686mm & 2 at 1981mm x
762mm RRP £147 each
3201.V - 4 x Thames solid MDF panelled slab interior doors by
JB Kind - 3 at 1981mm x 838mm & 1 at 1981mm x 762mm
RRP £107 each
3202.V - 4 x shaker solid MDF glazed slab interior doors by Jeld
Wen - 3 at 1981mm x 762mm & 1 at 1981mm x 838mm
RRP £119 each
3203.V - 1 Thames solid MDF panelled slab interior door by JB
Kind approx 2040mm x 926mm RRP £107
3204.V - 4 internal dark wood grain effect doors by Premdor
each approx 762mm x 1981mm
3205.V - 3 internal engineered primed wood doors by Jeld Wen
each approx 686mm x 1982mm
3206.V - 4 x Tobago solid MDF glazed slab internal doors by JB
Kind approx 1981mm x 838mm RRP £142 each

£360-£450
£70-£120
£80-£120
£100-£140
£130-£180
£230-£300
£300-£400
£60-£80
£60-£80
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£20-£40
£30-£50
£40-£70
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£60-£100
£60-£100
£60-£100
£120-£160
£80-£120
£80-£120
£80-£120
£80-£120
£40-£70
£40-£70
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£30-£50
£15-£30
£10-£20
£50-£80
£40-£70
£30-£50
£10-£20
£20-£40
£15-£30
£40-£70
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3207.V - 4 hollow panelled MDF slab internal doors by Jeld Wen
- all 1981mm high, 2 at 838mm wide, 1 at 762mm wide and
1 at 686mm wide. RRP region of £47 each
3208.V - 3 x safe and sound solid wood primed internal doors by
Premdor approx 1981mm x 762mm RRP £71 each
3209.V - 6 x Arlington hollow panelled MDF bi-fold doors by Jeld
Wen RRP £58 each
3210.V - 2 Pamplona white primed fire doors (FD30) each with 4
panes of glass fitted by Deanta both approx 1981mm x
838mm RRP £192 each
3211.V - 2 glazed white slab internal doors by LPD - 1 at approx
1982mm x 838mm & 1 at approx 1982mm x 762mm RRP
£159 each
3212.V - 1 Modica MDF 7 panel external door by LPD approx
1981mm x 838mm RRP £220
3213.V - 1 Worthing glazed wood slab internal glazed door by
LPD approx 1982mm x 764mm RRP £233
3214.V - 1 Hemlock unfinished external door by LPD type 2XG
approx 1982mm x 762mm supplied with no glass RRP
£137
3215.V - 3 white internal doors each approx 1981mm x 762mm
3216.V - 1 white internal door by Jeld Wen with 1 large glass
pane fitted approx 838mm x 1980mm
3217.V - 1 solid MDF panelled slab fire door by Premdor approx
1982mm x 686mm RRP £97
3218.V - 4 Quattro hollow panelled MDF slab internal doors by
JB Kind (all four doors are different widths) RRP £68 each
3219.V - 1 white internal door by Jeld Wen approx 686mm x
1982mm
3220.V - 2 internal white doors by Jeld Wen approx 838mm x
1982mm
3221.V - 1 white internal door with 4 glass panes fitted by JeldWen approx 1982mm x 762mm
3222.V - 1 white internal door by Jeld Wen approx 1981mm x
838mm
3223.V - 1 Atherton hollow panelled MDF bi-fold internal door by
Jeld Wen RRP £55
3224.V - 1 internal white door with 10 panes of glass fitted
approx 686mm x 1982mm
3225.V - A pair of internal white doors each with 9 panes of glass
fitted by LPD, each door approx 590mm x 1982mm
3226.V - 1 internal engineered oak door with 3 glass panes fitted
approx 762mm x 1982mm
3227.V - 2 internal wooden doors by JB Kind each with 3 long
glass panes fitted, each approx 826mm x 2040mm
3228.V - 1 dark wood slab internal door by JB Kind approx
1981mm x 610mm
3229.V - 3 Decima hollow glazed MDF slab internal doors by JB
Kind approx 1981mm x 838mm RRP £272 each
3230.V - A cottage solid MDF panelled bi-fold door by Jeld Wen
RRP £176
3231.V - 1 Oregon solid MDF panelled bi-fold door by Jeld Wen
RRP £135
3232.V - 1 internal white door with 4 glass panes fitted approx
838mm x 1982mm
3233.V - 1 white internal door with 3 long glass panes fitted by
Jeld Wen approx 1981mm x 762mm
3234.V - 1 Barnburgh manufactured wood glazed stable type
external door by LPD approx 1981mm x 838mm RRP £189
3235.V - 2 shaker solid MDF glazed slab internal doors by Jeld
Wen 1 at approx 1981mm x 762mm & 1 at approx 1981mm
x 686mm RRP £125 each
3236.V - 1 Geo semi solid MDF glazed slab internal door by JB
Kind approx 1981mm x 762mm RRP £152
3237.V - 1 internal wooden door with 6 glass panes fitted by LPD
type Barcelona approx 610mm x 1982mm
3238.V - 2 internal engineered oak doors by Deanta, each
approx 762mm x 1982mm - not supplied with glass panes
3239.V - 1 Coventry solid wood glazed slab internal door by LPD
approx 1981mm x 686mm RRP £186
3240.V - 1 glazed internal door by Jeld Wen approx 1982mm x
686mm

£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
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£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20

3241.V - 1 Coventry solid wood glazed slab internal door by LPD £15-£30
approx 1981mm x 762mm RRP £186
3242.V - 1 Coventry solid wood glazed slab internal door by LPD £15-£30
approx 1981mm x 686mm RRP £186
3243.V - 1 Augusta prefinished oak door by Deanta approx
£10-£20
1981mm x 686mm RRP £119
3244.V - 2 Atherton bifold doors by Jeld Wen RRP £55 each
£10-£20
3245.V – Lots 3245 to 3249 are blank
3250.V - 1 pallet containing various glass screens including
£15-£30
curved and straight
3251.V - 1 mirrored bathroom cabinet & 1 mirror unit with shelf / £10-£20
lights
3252.V - 3 various free standing vanity units - all have some
£15-£30
damage and all have NO basins included
3253.V - 1 pallet containing 1 wall hung vanity unit (NO basin), 1 £10-£20
concealed cistern cabinet (NO cistern) and 1 toilet pan with
cracked base - all items require attention
3254.V - 2 mirrored bathroom cabinets - both have cracked
£10-£20
mirrors
3255.V - 1 shower tray milled from solid limestone approx 1.2m x £70-£100
80cm
3256.V - 2 vanity units and 1 dresser top - all items require
£10-£20
attention
3257.V - 1 wall mounted vanity unit by Belfry type Chevalier
£20-£40
1200mm RRP £469 - NO basin
3258.V - 1 standard soaking bathtub by Premier type Barmby
£10-£20
RRP £152 - NO legs included and supplied with 2 bath
panels but not known if these are the right ones for this
bath
3259.V - 2 smoked glass bath screens / shower screens with
£10-£20
various accessories
3260.V - 2 white free standing vanity units by Premier type
£10-£20
Athena 605mm RRP £133 each - both units are damaged
and require attention
3261.V - 2 white free standing vanity units by Premier type
£15-£30
Mayford 550mm RRP £106 each & 1 white ceramic toilet
pan with cistern, lid and soft close seat
3262.V - 1 wall hung vanity unit by Cubico type Serena - NO
£10-£20
basin and light damage to front right hand corner
3263.V - 1 corner vanity unit by Old London RRP £329 - NO
£15-£30
basin
3264.V - 1 white free standing vanity unit by Premier type
£10-£20
Mayford 667mm RRP £115 - NO basin
3265.V - 1 wall hung vanity unit approx 72cm wide - NO basin
£10-£20
3266.V - 2 free standing vanity units by Premier type Athena
£20-£40
500mm RRP £165 each - NO basins
3267.V - 1 white ceramic toilet pan with NO cistern RRP £171, 1 £15-£30
white concealed cistern cabinet (NO cistern) & 1 small
white free standing vanity unit with NO basin
3268.V - 2 white free standing vanity units - NO basins included £15-£30
3269.V - 3 white free standing vanity units - NO basins included £15-£30
3270.V - A wall fixed dressing table set with mirror by Lily Manor £15-£30
type Altair RRP £145 - requires assembly
3271.V - 1 white free standing vanity unit (NO basin)
£10-£20
3272.V - 1 mirror unit with shelf / built in lights
£10-£20
3273.V - 1 concealed cistern cabinet by Hudson Reed type
£15-£30
Apollo 60cm RRP £154 - No cistern
3274.V - 1 free standing vanity unit (NO basin) & 1 concealed
£15-£30
cistern cabinet (NO cistern)
3275.V - 1 floor standing vanity unit approx 60cm wide - NO
£10-£20
basin
3276.V - 1 free standing bathroom vanity unit by Premier type
£10-£20
Athena 505mm RRP £128 - NO basin
3277.V - 1 square quadrant shower tray with hidden waste by
£10-£20
Belfry RRP £86
3278.V - 1 ceramic drain tray by Reginox RRP £48
£5-£10
3279.V - 1 wall mounted mirrored bathroom cabinet with sliding
£10-£20
door
3280.V - 1 bathroom mirrored cabinet with 2 doors approx 79cm £10-£20
x 71cm RRP £72
3281.V - 1 bathroom cabinet with 4 mirrored doors by Premier
£10-£20
type Eden 120cm x 65cm RRP £74
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3282.V - 1 surface mounted mirrored cabinet by Premier approx
46cm x 66cm RRP £69
3283.V - 1 small traditional style cast metal radiator
3284.V - 1 white ceramic basin approx 82cm wide
3285.V - 15 various rolls of wallpaper with some matching rolls, 1
vinyl mat & 1 wall mural. Not practical to list in any more
detail so please come and view or see photographs.
Contents of one shelf
3286.V - 1 small free standing vanity unit - NO basin
3287.V - 1 inset electric fire / heater by Bemodern type 1242
3288.V - 1 wall mounted vanity unit with a white ceramic basin
approx 51 cm wide - left hand side of vanity unit is cracked
3289.V - 1 small white free standing vanity unit - NO basin
3290.M - 1 white ceramic wall hung basin with wall hung
pedestal
3291.V - 2 white ceramic cisterns
3292.V - 1 large wall mounted bathroom mirror with built in LED
lights by Homcom RRP £172
3293.V - 1 stainless steel undermount kitchen sink by Blanco
type Supra 48cm by 43 cm RRP £106
3294.V - 1 toilet pan with cistern RRP £97 but missing cistern lid
and 1 toilet pan with no cistern
3295.V - 1 ceramic drain tray by Reginox RRP £48
3296.V - 1 wall hung vanity unit - NO basin
3297.V - 1 wide white resin basin approx 460mm x 1000mm please note front right hand corner is chipped
3298.V - 1 white ceramic U shaped wall hung basin by Belfry
type Ulysses RRP £151
3299.V - 1 stainless steel one and a half bowl undermount sink
by Rangemaster RRP £214
3300.V - 1 wall hung vanity unit by Premier type Athena 600mm
RRP £135 (NO basin)
3301.V - Blank Lot
3302.V - 1 small basin milled from solid limestone
3303.V - 1 white resin basin with moulded shelf on right hand
side approx 460mm x 1100mm
3304.V - 1 black resin outdoor shower base / tray by Arkema
approx 103cm x 107cm RRP £219
3305.M - A quantity of various items including unused satin
chrome socket fronts / switches, bulkhead lights, bulbs etc.
Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
3306.M - A quantity of various unused taps, shower valves,
plastic plumbing fittings, a ceramic basin etc. Contents of
one bay / 3 shelves
3307.V - 1 Prism exposed sequential chrome shower valve RRP
£212, 1 stainless steel shower rail RRP £72 & 1 basin
waste trap
3308.V - 1 shower twin head unit RRP £110 and 2 non matching
pairs of brass door handles
3309.V - 1 mono chrome mixer tap by Hudson Reed
3310.V - 1 Tec crosshead mono mixer tap
3311.V - 1 basin mixer tap by Bristan type Descent
3312.V - 1 kitchen mixer tap with flexible spray and swivel spout
type KTAP3
3313.V - 1 kitchen mixer tap with flexible spray and swivel spout
type KTAP3
3314.V - 1 exposed sequential thermo valve by Ultra type VSQ1M RRP £79, 1 towel stand & 1 shower shelf unit by Wenko
type Dolcedo
3315.V - Blank
3316.V - A quantity of various door handles, mortice knobs &
cabinet knobs by Heritage Brass
3317.V - A quantity of various items including a kitchen mixer tap
by Reginox, a pair of lever bath taps RRP £25, pop up
wastes, a square sink flange etc. Contents of one shelf
3318.V - 2 pendant lights by Eglo type Rondo RRP £32 each
3319.V - 2 pendant lights by Eglo type Truro 2 RRP £56 each
3320.V - 2 flush lights by Oaks type Riga RRP £47 each
3321.V - 2 glass pendant lights by The Lighting Collection RRP
£34 each
3322.V - 2 chandelier type lights by MW Light type 372013405
RRP £79 each

£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20

£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£25-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40

£15-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40

3323.V - 1 Rockford light by Mark Slojd / Lamp Gustav RRP
£30-£50
£189
3324.V - 3 wall lights by Eglo type Miestre RRP £47 each
£20-£40
3325.V - 1 polished chrome finish crystal decoration flush light by £20-£40
Dar type Frost RRP £131
3326.V - 1 ceiling light by Honsel type 27126 RRP £171
£30-£50
3327.V - 2 copper finish ceiling lights by The Lighting Collection
£20-£40
type 700229 RRP £82 each
3328.V - 2 Minisun ceiling lights type Lille comprising 1 x 3 way
£15-£30
RRP £41 & 1 x 5 way RRP £48
3329.V - 3 wall lights by SLV type Sitra RRP £51 each
£20-£40
3330.V - 1 geometric metal pendant light by Sterling RRP £50, 2 £15-£30
non matching wall lights by Searchlight RRPs £33 / £29 & 1
geometric metal light shade
3331.V - 1 triple pendant light by Fifty Five South RRP £68
£10-£20
3332.V - 1 oriental pendant light by Nave type Orient RRP £62
£10-£20
3333.V - 5 LED pathway lighting kits by Vida XL RRP £12 each
£10-£20
3334.V - 1 post lantern set by MW Light type Street 2 light
£20-£40
215cm RRP £143
3335.V - 1 post lantern set by MW Light type Street 2 light
£20-£40
215cm RRP £143
3336.V - 1 industrial pendant light by Searchlight type 2297CC
£10-£20
RRP £87
3337.V - 2 lights by Eglo comprising 1 x Maserlo RRP £88 & 1x
£20-£40
Narola RRP £72
3338.V - 1 spot light plate by Searchlight RRP £47 & a 6 LED
£20-£40
spotlight bar by Trio RRP £96
3339.V - 1 Island pendant light by Nave type 7047642 RRP £161 £30-£50
& 1 pendant light by Nave type 6025342 RRP £61
3340.V - 1 LED ceiling panel by Saxby type Avant RRP £65
£10-£20
3341.V - 1 pendant light by Dar type Agatha RRP £52 & 2 wall
£10-£20
lights by Dar type Sicily RRP £16 each
3342.V - 1 fishermans style outdoor wall light by Pacific type
£20-£40
Lilium RRP £35 & 1 mirror light by Linea Verdace RRP
£104
3343.V - 2 Carl kitchen island pendant lights by Wade Logan
£15-£30
RRP £68 each
3344.V - 2 ceiling lights by Nino Leuchten type Loris RRP £53
£15-£30
each
3345.V - 1 wall light by Trio type Napoli RRP region of £70
£10-£20
3346.M - 2 towel rails - no other details visible
£10-£20
3347.V - 2 curved glass doors from an Opus shower cabin - NO £10-£20
tray or shower included
3348.V - 1 chandelier type light by Globo type 63115-5 RRP £57 £10-£20
& 1 Memphis twist ceiling light RRP £34
3349.V - 1 unused multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6.5kw
£120-£160
3350.V - 1 unused multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6.5kw
£120-£160
3351.V - 1 unused multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6.5kw
£120-£160
3352.V - 1 unused multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6.5kw
£120-£160
3353.V - 1 unused multifuel stove type Bray, 6kw
£120-£160
3354.V - 1 unused multifuel stove type Bray, 6kw
£120-£160
3355.V - 1 unused multifuel stove type Bray, 6kw
£120-£160
3356.V - 1 unused multifuel stove type Bray, 6kw
£120-£160
3357.V - 1 unused multifuel stove type Bray, 6kw
£120-£160
3358.V - One pallet containing a quantity of various white internal £10-£20
doors
3359.M - 1 pallet containing 9 various internal doors including
£70-£120
several oak finish doors by Vicaima
3360.M - 1 pallet containing 11 various dark wood doors by
£120-£200
Puertas Artesema - please note some may not be glazed
3361.V - A cottage style ex showroom display kitchen comprising £500-£700
of 14 various base / wall cabinets, 1 Rangemaster extractor
hood, under cabinet lighting and 30mm granite worktops.
Retail value in region of £3000
3362.V - A modern German style ex showroom display kitchen £900-£1300
comprising of 12 various base / wall cabinets, 1 high gloss
shelf, a Blanco Silgranit corner sink with mixer tap &
dummy Quooker hot water tap, a Caple wine cooler, a Neff
single oven, a Neff 80cm gas hob and Quartz worktops.
Retail value in region of £3000
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3363.V - A modern German ex showroom display kitchen
comprising of 10 various cabinets including tall appliance/
storage, base & wall units, a Neff 60cm induction hob, a
Neff curved extractor hood, a Neff tall integrated fridge,
under cabinet lighting and solid worktops. Retail value in
region of £2000
3364.V - A modern German style ex showroom display kitchen
comprising of 6 various base / wall cabinets, a Whirlpool
under counter integrated fridge, a Neff integrated
dishwasher, a Neff integrated microwave, a Blanco
stainless steel inset sink / mixer tap & laminate worktop.
Retail value in region of £2000
3365.V - A modern style ex showroom display mid height kitchen
unit containing a Neff integrated coffee machine
3366.V - An ex showroom display kitchen island type unit with a
Blanco preparation sink / mixer tap & 30mm granite
worktop. This unit was built against a wall and therefore
has three finished sides. The back will require attention if
you plan to use this as a freestanding four sided kitchen
island.
3367.V - 7 various kitchen base / roller shutter units and 1
laminate panel with 2 chrome post legs. These units were
used as a small office within the kitchen showroom.
3368.M - 12 various vintage pine doors, some of which have
been stripped of paint
3369.M - 11 various vintage pine doors, some of which have
been stripped of paint
3370.M - 1 used wood burning stove by Woodwarm
3371.M - 1 used wood burning stove (no make visible) & 3
lengths of twin wall stainless steel flue
3372.M - 2 large UPVC double glazed bow top / arched sash
windows. These windows are unfitted / as new, are a
misorder and cost over £500 each - 1 approx 2.03m x
1.39m & 1 approx 1.88m x 1.41m
3373.M - 2 large UPVC double glazed bow top / arched sash
windows. These windows are unfitted / as new, are a
misorder and cost over £500 each - both approx 1.93m x
1.19m
3374.M - 2 large UPVC double glazed bow top / arched sash
windows. These windows are unfitted / as new, are a
misorder and cost over £500 each - both approx 1.83m x
1.41m and one has obscured / vanity glass
3375.V - End of sale for this rostrum
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